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My objective in writing this thesis is to contribute
material in the *ay of enabling teachers to recognize and, if
possible, solve behavior or maladjustment problems. Though
there are many book* dealing with child guidance and mental
hygiene, I have endeavored to assemble concisely and in tabular
form such mentPl hygiene facts as will be most helpful to the
teacher in recognizing, meeting, and solving behavior problems
and in preventing more serious meledjustment in later life.
The teacher's resoonslbility in sheping the uersonelity
of the child is second to that of parents'. H*>r task of instilling
facts is subordinate to that of being a. friend and counselor.
Educators are awere of the fact that children retain very little
book knowledge; but the habits, attitudes, and ideals that the
children develop in school are of permanent importance. The
development of personality is continuous and dynamic; end en
integrated well-be lrnced personality has its origin in early
childhood.
The teacher who possesses a knowledge of the essential
facts of roentel hygiene, that is, a knowledge of the prevalent
types of maladjustments, with symptoms, causes and remedies, and
the personality disintegration end unheppiness involved, is in a
position to give outstanding pnd lasting service to her pupils
and the community as a -whole.
An appreciative understanding of mental hygiene will
make the teacher alert to the meaning and causes of the child's
attitude, successes, failures, interests, and Indifference.
Few teachers, however, are sufficiently acquainted with mental
hygiene to be prepared to evaluate correctly the relative serious-
ness of behavior problems. Any behavior problem is considered by the
tocher to be undesirable indirect proportion to the extent that
the specific problem infringes upon her authority and integrity.
Teachers t>refer the less active, more agreeable behavior of girls
to more aggressive, self-assertive, and independent activities of
the boys. Withdrawing, submissive, and dependent types, which
arouse the teacher's sympathy and Interest, are seldom classed by
her as trouble seme behavior problems. Mental hygienists, on the
other hand, differ from teachers In their estimation of the rela-
tive importance of various types of maladjustments. The teachers
are interested primarily in the educational accomplishments of the
children; the mental hygienists, in the emotional end social ad-
justment of the Individuals. The teachers are disturbed by be-
havior problems because these problems make the present situation
unpleasant for them; mental hygienists are more concerr-u "ith
behavior problems as they forecast future maladjustments.
The variance in the attitudes of mental hygienists and
teachers toward behavior problems clearly
emphasizes the need for
the latter to become sufficiently *ell acquainted with mental
hygiene ae to he adequately prepared to deal intelligently with
behavior nroblerae.
Tor my purpose I have found It expedient to divide the
thesis into seven sections.
The first two sections, namely, the "Meaning of Mental
Hygiene" and the "History of the Movement", serve to orient the
teacher unfamiliar or scantily acquainted with mental hygiene.
The third and fourth sections—"Shy Ivory Teacher
Should Have a Knowledge of Mental Hygiene" and "Comparison ef the
Attitudes of Teachers and Mental Hygienists Toward Behavior
Problems"—specifically show the need of mental hygiene for success-
ful teaching.
A 11 possible causes of maladjustment are brought together
in the fifth section; while the sixth section is devoted to seven
main types of maladjustment with explanation and case to clarify
each type. Each type is followed by a concise tabulation of
specific symptoms, causes and remedies. This tabulation is to
enable the teacher to classify the maladjustment into a specific
type or tyues by symptoms and causes, and thus be in a position
to use pertinent remedial measures.
My conclusion follows in the last section.
1HBI9II9 Of MVWT'L HTOITfllS
SFCTIOW I
It Is a common oraetice among the lay men, as well as pro-
fessionals who are not acquainted with the imoort-nt psr^ets of
mental hygiene, to consider mental hygiene as something related
primarily to subnort»l, delinquent, oeyehonstMc, neurotic, or
markedly peculiar i tdlviduals, in other words, the study of the
"queer" 1 .
Mental hygiene, however, is concerned with the mental health
and happiness of the average normal person. 2 By mental health is
rae*nt the sucressful adjustment of the individual to Ms environment,
in individur 1 who is mentally healthful is one "who is integrated and
balanced in all phases of his being}" 3 and be If nee Implies continual
adjustment, an enthusiastic outlook, and varied reactions , fin un-
balanced individual will frequently use one type of action in varied
situations.
1. Korean, J. J. B. Psychology of *bnorm»l People.
S. Williams, F. I. Adolescence Studies in Mental Hygiene.
3. Morgan, J. J. t* Psychology of Abnormal People, P. 598
fin individual is normal who is caoable of meeting; an<lad-
justing to the everyday problems of life ?s found in the social,
racial, and economic level to which he has been born, under what rairht
be termed average conditions. 4 Florence Mateer calls e child normel
"who has nothing so vl telly wrong with him but that we hope for his
continued development physically, ment'lly, morally, and socially."**
Morgan considers an individual's ability to make social adjustments
as the test of a normal person.
6
Modern mental hygiene is positive aiming to prevent mental
disease by the development of habits of health—"on the physical side,
a high health level and habits of heelth; on the mental side, inte-
gration and healthful ment 1 attitudes". 7
Dr. C. "acfie Campbell, Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard
University and Chairman of the Co?nroittee on Education of the National
Committee for Mental Hygiene, gives his ex-olpnp tion of mental hygiene
in Mental Hygiene (July, 1921). The following is an excerpt: 8
"Mental Hygiene is not concerned merely with those serious
forms of mental disorder* which require treatment in State hospitals;
4. Thorn, D. 1!veryday Problems of the Everyday Child.
5. Mateer, Florence. Just Hormal Children, VTTI.
6. Morgan, J. J. % Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child, P. 6.
7. Burnham, f • I. ^ormrl >'ind.
8. Beers, C. W. ft Mind That Found Ttself.
3.
it is concerned with those other forms of mental disorders which do not
necessarily me*>n the removal of the Individual from bis ordinary s ocial
environment. A disorder is *> menta l disorder if its roots »>re mental.
/» heedache indicates a mental disorder if it comes because one is
dodging something disagreeable, 5 pain in the back is a mental dis-
order if its oersistnece is due to discouragement and e feeling of
uncertainty end © desire to have sick benefit t rather than to put ore's
back into one's work. Sleeplessness is a mental disorder if its be sis
lies in T>prsonel worries end emotional tangles. Many mentel reactions
are indications of poor mental health, although they ere not usually
classified as niental disorders. Discontent with one's environment may-
be a mental disorder if its cause lies, not in some external situation
but In rvrsonsl failure to deal with one's emotional problems. Sus-
picion, distrust, misinterpretation, are ment?l disorders when they are
the disguised expression of repressed lon?ings, into which the patient
has no clear lnsisht. Stealing sometimes indicates a mental disorder,
the odd expression of underlying conflicts in the patient's nature.
The feeling of fatigue sometimes represents, not overwork, but dis-
couragement inability to meet situations, lack of interest in the
opportunities available.
"
Thus, briefly, mental hygiene concerns itsplf with attaining
and maintaining a sound mind. "The ultimate in mental hygiene means
mental poise, calm Judgment, and an understanding of leadership and
fellowship."^
9. /ingell, J. R. Mental Hygiene and Education.
HISTORY OF THF >WL HYOIl'Tn? MOWIS'NT
ST-CTIOW II
The mental hygiene movement is a comparatively recent one*
About thirty years ago Clifford W. Beers wrote his monumental work,
A Wind That Found Itself , the autobiography of a person temporarily
insane. Inuring his insanity >»r. Beers had been fully awsre not only
of the harsh treatment accorded him" ana his fellow sufferers but of
his emotions and the activities of his diseased brain, when fully
recovered, Clifford Beers gave to an unenlightened world a book that
became the direct cause of the first Mental Hygiene Movement.
Mr. Beers* autobiography, however, was not the first
stimulus to an interest in mental hyeiene. In the last decade of the
nineteenth Century, psychologists, psychiatrists, and physiologists
had began to show s merked interest in child study snd in the nature
of insanity. Previously the mind specialists had been concerned with
the symptoms ?nd statistics of disease terms, but from 1890 and on,
psychiatrist? becfme Increasingly appreciative of the value of the
patient's history in connection with the home, the schools, snd
teachers. ^0
The first socity for mentfl hygiene was founded in Connect-
icut in 190R. 'fter experimenting to some extent, the Connecticut
Society undertook to launch a National Society for the Study of "ental
10. Schurman, J. G. The Cause.
5.
Hygiene. On February 19, 1909, Mr. Beers brought together at the old
Hotel Manhattan, New York City, the first official representative body
•f men and wowraen. Forming this body were Frederick Peterson, physician
and author of books on mantel diseases; wllliam James, physiologist and
psychologist; Jacob fonld Schurman, philosopher end President of Hornell;
Julia I*throp, humanitarian end important figure In Rail House; Horace
Fletcher, author and lecturer In the field of human nutrition; Anson
Phelps Stokes, banker and author; Hnssell Henry Ohlttenden, university
professor and physiologist; Lewellys F. Barker, physician and specialist
on the nervous system; August Hock, psychiatrist and versed in psycho-
pathology; and Marcus M. Marks, flireetor of Young Men's Hebrew Assoc-
iation. 11 *
When the first national Society for the Mental Hyeiene Move-
ment was formed, the primary purpose was to improve hospital conditions
through better housing, treatment, and care, and to instill In the
Tjublic a more tolerant and synraethetie viewpoint of those who were
osychooe thic or otherwise abnormal. The movement, thus, started as an
humanitarian program. 15
In connection with the Mental Hygiene Movement it became
evident early in the twentieth century that treatment was but one
11. Haggles, A. H. Twenty-five Years of Woik.
* Wh i 9 who 191?-1913, 1916-1917.
13. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of Abnormal People.
Iphase of a successful program. Equally Important* if not more so,
were preventive measures, t1 campaign of oreventlon obviously necess-
itated work with children. Few indeed are the mental disorders whose
origin can not he traced to childhood. Such a realization led to the
development of Child Guidance Clinics. **
Child Guidance Clinics are clinics to which maladjusted
children are brought for help. Child Guidance Clinics "mark a
definite break with the age-old superstition that children are
•born that wey«, a definite confession of ignorance as to what they
are born with, and a definite seeking for enlightenment as to how they
get that way.*W
During the World War many ooportunities were afforded medical
ex erts to see the incipient stages of nervous disorders and to consider
oreventive as well as remedial -assures. Inspite of the fact that the
Cental Hygiene Movement had not been enthusiastically received by the
public or medical and scientific centers, the war had found the United
States far better prepared to deal with neurological cases than any
other country. ^ This preparedness, as veil as increesed enlightenment
of neurological and pathological diseases observed in the war, aroused
a strong interest in the »'ent*l Hygiene Movement.
13. Buggies, fl. H. Twenty-five Ye^rs of ^ork.
14. Chicago Association for Child Study and Parent Education.
Building Character, P. 167.
15. Buggies. A. H. Twenty-five Ye^rs of Work.
Children today ere considered to have rights which the State
must protect. The old educational viewpoint had been "Spare the rod end
it
spoil the child". How the rod has been displaced by complete liberation.
According to the new point of view, the child and his present
environment must be studied together. The more enlightened are realizing
that environment is r potent factor in raeking the child what he is.
Efforts to adjust the child have proved unsuccessful when an adequate
study of the patient's environment had been neglected. 17
More than ever education is turning attention to preparing
the child for a well adjusted life} consequently, all interested in the
welfare of the child are thinking more objectively about conduct dis-
orders. 18 Thanks to the Mental Hygiene Movement end the effective
work of Child Guidance Clinics, Darents are taking a more vital interest
in the welfare of tfieir children. They are demanding help and exoect
to get it. Nor are t^ey satisfied with preachment. The parents desire
19
interpretation of the maladjustment as well «s instruction.
attention continues to center largely around what the child
is doing; but more thought is being given to the relation
of the home
16. Blanton, H. 0. and Blanton, Smiley. Child Guidance.
17. Zftehry, C. B. Personality Adjustments of Children.
18. Hickman, *. K. Children's Behavior and Teachers'
'ttitudes.
19. Groves, 1. H. Personality and Social
Adjustment.
Iand family to the patient. Psychiatrists and social welfare workers
pre cooperating with parents to help them solve their own difficulties
first so as to be more fully prepared and Qualified to meet the be-
havior problems of their children. Mental hygienlsts are recognizing
the fact that parental attitudes have a genetic history.'
The national Committee for Mental Hygiene was the first such
national organization in the world. Today in /mericr alone there are
fifty-seven societies. Outside of the United States, National Societies
have been organized in thirty-five countries. In 1930 during the meeting
of the first International Congress on Mental Hygiene in Washington,
there was organized the International Coajrdttee for Mental Hyriene.21
Wo one science has contributed to the walth of information
that baa made the Mental Hygiene Movement and Child Guidance Clinics so
successful. Modern physiology with its recent studies of the endocrine
glands has certainly made outstanding contributions toward the development
of the science of behavior. The extent of damage that ma 1- functioning
endocrine glands do to the emotional stability of an individual is al-
most incomprehensible. / knowledge of the nervous system, moreover,
has
clearly indicated that integration is the essential characteristic not
only of the normal and well-adjusted body but of the normal mind.
22
50. Allen, r. H. Evolution of Our Treatment. Philosophy in
Child
Guidance.
51. Hlncks, C. M. Hext Quarter Century.
'5. Groves, T!. ft. Personality pnd Social Adjustment.
Psychiatry, which is the science studying and treating of mental disease,
hps shown the possibility of preventing many foras of mentsl disorders.
Psychiatry started ss the science of mental disorders; but in the process
of treating and curing -*tients, psyehi* trists have increasingly recog-
nized the importance of the relationship of earlier habits and later
mental disturbances. Psychiatry has also made it evident that many cases
of mental disorders are characterised by disintegration of the rwrsonality.
Psychology has shown the importance of correct mental attitudes toward
proper adjustment. Psychoanalysis, the science dealing with the discovery
of repressed emotions, has emphs sized the importance of norms 1 emotional
and instinctive Uf* in early childhood. 7
*3
23. Burnham, W. H. Normal Mind.
10
WHY AWRY flAtaHl SHOULD Wfl
I KWOWITOSH OF WffWTAL HY* 1ttft,
SttCTIOW ITT
The teachpr's responsibility in molding the personality end
eha meter of the child is second to that of the parents*. Were the
teacher's task merely that of inculcating intellectual facts, it would
be difficult enough; but the teacher mist also play the more important
role of friend ?nd advisor.?4
The teacher must leam to see things as they ere and not
distorted. I teacher who has s knowledge of mental hygiene—a knowl-
edge of . the means of attaining and maintaining a sound mind—will gain
a dearer insight not only into the children's difficulties but also
into her own.?5 She will be in a position to interpret without bias
her own rental and emotional life and to make the necessary personal
adjustments. Without a personal check up, how can the teacher possibly
be i fair judge of the "why" of children's difficulties?
Unless the teacher knows the meaning of the child's attitude,
successes, failures, interest, and Indifference, she is being unjust
both to herself and pupils.*6 *hen T/ary fails on an H"nglish examin-
ed. Thorn, & A. Fverydsy Problems of the Everyday Child.
^5. Miller, % C. It* Psycho lor-y Ml the Teacher.
ft, ft ft, Jsssie. Relation of the
School to the Mental Health of
the Average Child.
II*
atlon, laziness might be the cruse of feilura; on the other hand,
failure might he due to illness at home, some physical handicep, or
the arrival of a new born baby.
Many teachers consider unsocial behavior on the part of school
children as oersonal attacks directed pgainst them; consequently, they
make counter attacks, "hieh may take the 'era of criticizing the child
publicly, shaming him, requiring an apology or confession, and othpr
means of outlandish punishment. Unless the teacher considers the cause
of misbehf vior, punishment i« unjust and of temporary satis faction. 27
I have In mind a case of I fourteen year old boy of avewge
Intelligence. John had come te a new junior hixh school from one near
the vicinity of Boston. The reputation he brought with him was a severe
handle? p. In a short time it beerme apparent that John hated his mathe-
matics teacher md under no conditions could live harmoniously with her.
The nrincinel, a vompn of deep insight, decided to investigate the origin
of John's hateful attitude toward this one ofrticulsr teacher. The boy
told the principal tb? t his 'nathemstics teacher hed called him the "scum
of Boston". The teacher vehemently denied this accusation, whether or
not the teacher used those ver?- words, she no doubt offended his pride
by some hostile remark. So bad hod been John's reputation that what
might have been considered a slight misdemeanor on the part of some
children was considered a major offense as far as John was concerned.
The principal decided to take him out of the mathematics class and give
??. Mckman, 1« K. Children's Behavior and Teachers' Attitudes.
him private tutoring. Tlr.il the principal decided th~t the hoy remain
in the riom, the lives of not only the teacher and John hut of the princi-
pal ?md the children would have baen in constant misery.
Strict teachers, unfortunately, convey the impression that they
themselves have made a poor adjustment and have difficulties in their
social contacts. Obviously the teacher* s reactions to the behavior
problems of the youngsters are to a grept extent determined by the effect
these problems have had on her.*8
By counter attacking, instead of aiding the child the teacher
may increase the child's aversion of accepting authority and decrease
his chances of Taking ? orooer adjustment. On the other hand, if the
teacher favors the submissive or withdrawing type of * child, she un-
consciously encourages ?n attitude of refusing to face reality.
If a child is caught lying, cheating, or sterling, this offense
alone Is by no means an index to his character. ?9 I knowledge of mental
hygiene will enable the teacher to arvoreciete the fsct that unsocial
types of behavior ere not necessarily evidence ef ™>rel degradation.
They are symptoms of el-adjustment and occur in the life of many children
as part of the process of growing up. 30 Vsny I child ha* lied or stolen
to win the favor of his fellowmetes ftltl thus gain coveted popularity.
38. Hickman, t, T. Children's Behavior and Terehrrs' Htitudes.
?9. nhicaao Association for Child f-tudy and Parent Education.
Building
Character.
30. Thorn, T>. A. Everyday Problems of the
Everyday Child.
13
Thorn cites the esse of a lad who had been very heppy In a small board-
ing school; when transferred to a ler-er school, he found competition
more Ireen. He had few acquaintances and no intimate friends. John knew,
however, that wealth and position were anon? the most effective means of
gaining recognition. He, therefore, lied about summer snd winter homes
end palatiel yachts. John craved popularity.
.Adults *re usually unaware of the unhappiness snd personal
problems among children. Rarer ts and teachers are too prone to &ltfc
that childhood is a carefree golden age end that children are never
truly unhaupy.*^
Wo two human beings are alike. Every teacher knows this.
"Democracy floes not mean equality of position, of possession, or of
freedom. It means an equal rif,ht to happiness."" "Every child hes
Ms peculiarity. Teachers must recognize this fact.
The teacher is in a position to influence more children than
any other individual in the community. Many teachers, however, regard
children's behavior as annoying obstacles to their aims of instilling
facts instead of accepting the children's behavior as part of the task
of educating them morally, sociplly, and emotionally, as well as
in-
tolie etna lly. 34
31. Them, », I • lor .1 Youth and
Its Problem.
32. Wicknmn. ft, K. Children's
Behavior and Teachers' Attitudes.
33. Morgan. J. J. * Psychology
of the Unadjusted School Child. P. 257.
34. Dexter, I. H. Treatment
of the Child Though the School
Pnvicent.
1A.
Uduc'tors rre cognizant of the feet that children criy sway
little book knowledge; hut the attitudes and habits children develop
at school are of vital imports -ice. ^febits are learned in youth and
personality manifestations (boldness, submissivlness, suggestibility,
etc.) in young children era the hereIds of adult character traits.
555
It is the privilege end duty of the teacher to make her children
hapoy and secure . The relationship of teacher and pupil must not be one
of master and slave but rather of salesmen to customer.
*
fi The teacher
cannot achieve her goal of advisor and friend in the form of a misunder-
standing and intolerant tyrant for
"Power, like a desolating neBtilence,
Pollutes what e'er it touches; and obedience
Bene of all genius, virtue, freedom, troth
Makes sieves of men, and of the human frame
A mechanical automaton."
Shelley37
furtunate are the children end couatunities which
possess
teacher, who have trained themselves Uo see through the child's
eyes,
to approach him from his standpoint, to touch
with hi. fingers, to
bastion with his mind-that is the basis of understanding."^
36. Chicago Association for Child ntudy and
Parent Education. Building
Character.
37. Schurman, J. G. The Cause.
38. Blanton, M. ft. and Blanton, Smiley.
COMPARISON OF ATTITUDES OF TT'CFpt>S ATO lT!TJT pL FYOITTfTSTS
TowfPD mEtncm froblws of school tiiltjrfn.
SECTION TV.
Any behsvlor problem is considered by the teacher to be
undesirable Mi serious in direct proportion to the extent thrt the
particular problem questions the teacher's authority, integrity, or
position. As previousl- mentioned in Section TTT, the attacking or
hold types of behavior ere classe* by the tea eh»r es very serious;
whe-.-eas, the withdrawing or submissive and dependent tyr>e3, ^bieh arouse
the teacher's sympathy and interest, are rarely classed by her as
troublesome behavior problems. 39
In the eyes of the teacher tbe 3hy and sensitive pupil who
is unaggressive and not at all antagonistic Is far more desirable
t*wn
the bold child. Teachers prefer tbe less active, more agreeable
be-
havior of girl* to the more aggressive, self-assertive, *=nd independ-
ent activities of the boys; thus, those very maladjustments— submissive-
ness, shyness, suggestibility, etc—which society neglects or tolerates
are viewed by the teacher as comparatively insignificant.
I study centering around an investigation of
behavior problems
39. '-"ickraan , r. K« Children's
Behavior and Teachers' Attitudes.
16.
of children was n*do by S. K. <Mck,«m. nckaan conducted this
investigation
during t9'5-19^6 in a Cleveland public school. The project wis undertaken
in cooperation with the Bureau of Ideational Search of the Cleveland
Board of Education. To control the study, data wro taken
from another
investigation undertaken by the author in 1934 in a Minneapolis
public
school. The tables which follow ere t*ken from the
author's book,
Children's Bahcvlor and T^ehero* /ttitudes . and show the reeulto
of this
investigation.
\
17.
161)16 I, Is a list of the reactions of over 500 teachers In a
Cleveland uablie school. In as ranch pb the school and the teachers are
characteristic of ^rle^n standards, the analysis raay be considered
typical of tepchors 1 attitudes.
Most Serious Behavior Problems
Stealing
Heterosexual Activity
Obscene ITotes
Vesturbation
"rofpnity
Smoleing
TA sobed? ence
Untruthfulness
Cbea tinp
Unrellableness
Temper tantrums
Truancy
rraelty, bullying
Imp- rtlnence, defiance
Impudence* rudeness
destroying school material
Cue rralsoroenes s
Disobedience In class
Le«* Serious Beb»vlor Problems
Shyness
Tearfulness
Imaginative lying
Unsoeialness
Suspiciousness
(>er critics 1 of others
18.
Table II- la an analysis of behavior problems observed by
teachera to occur at least twice aa frequently in boya as in girl?.
113
Tardiness Defiance
Truancy Cruelty, bullying
Destruction of property Rudeness
Stea ling wifsciu J.P snuieut? ©»
Profanity Acting smart
Smoking Nervousness
Masturbation Tenuresi s
Interrupting Slovenliness
Overactive Suspiciousness
Physically lesy Suggestibility
Disobedience
41, Wlckmsn, T. K. Children's Behavior and Teachers'
Htltudea. P.
19.
Table ITTj contpins an analysis of behavior problems that were
reported about one and one-half times as frequently for boys as for
girls. 40
mom iii!
Untruthfulness
Imaginative Tales
Hiee ting
Tttsorderllness
lack of interest in t?ork
nsreles8ness in work
la i lure to study
Irresponsibleness
Quarre1somene ss
S ullenness
Hay-dreaming
Resentfulness
Pes rfolness
1
Physical row?rdliness
4?. TMckmen, P. K« Children's Bens vi or and Tesehers' Htitudes. P/ 45/
20.
Table ITj shows the traits in which "boys outranked the girls
very slightly.4*
Whispering
Inattentivenesu
Tattling
Stub&omess
Temper outbursts
Domineering
Over critical
Unhappiaess
Trom the above four tables it is nprarent that bo.ve outrank
the girls in so erllefl nlachievousness and aggressiveness and that
teachers identify the problem child as one who is antagonistic to
authority, rho violates Um teachers' standard of raorality and in-
tegrity, and who does not m^ke uroper applic tion to nrescribed school
^ork.
43. ^'ickmen, 1« K. Children's Behavior and Teachers' Attitudes.
?1.
Unlike the teachers, who pre disturbed by 'behavior nroblems
Because these problems rapfce the present situation unpleasant for them,
mental hy^rlenlsts r re more concerned with behavior problems of the
children as they forecat future maladjustments mi -sltla remedial measures.
The teacher is essentially Interested in tV educational
eccomplis:V*nts of the children; the irental hy^ienists, in the emotional
and social adjustments of the individuals. Tables VT and V7T nwVe this
fli t evident.
Differing from the nstel teacher, the mental hy*?lenlst realizes
the ttMMHtifoftl imnort'nee of correcting deviations in nutrition, el*nd-
ular V lance, hearing, vision, respiration, attitudes of fear and ether
emotional disturbances. Unfortunately, fe^ teachers are sufficiently
aporeciative of the importance if correcting; physical deviations for the
attainment of adjustment and ^anriness.
vhere ** the teachers of the Clefeland mhlic school considered
shyness, sensitiveness, fearfnlness, unsoelr V.eness, and deydreaning *s
least serious ^nifest-tions of behavior difficulties, mental hy^ienists
classified them together with «afeappt&*Ma depression, dlceourp.tenant,
reeentfulness, suggestibility, physical cowrrdliness, and an overcritical
attitude ftl foremost in seriousness. Hwh»Tt Mi clinicians gave temper
tantrums and cruelty similar emphasis.
If,
Table W* shows the rrting by thirty clinicians on the relative
seriousness of be'b'vior probleras in children.
vm? V| 44
Rating of Clinicians
Jteted Seriousness of Behavior Problems of Children.
Tyr>e of "'robleni
lTnsr>ei?>lness
Suspiciousness
J;
TTnhfppy, T)epressed
nesentfulness
Cruelty, Hal lying,
""tesily discouraged
SuTestlble
Overerlticrl of otVrs
Sensitiveness
domineering
Stillenness
Stes ling
Shyness
Physical Ce*?rd
Selfishness
Temper Tantrums
Tireawiness
^rrvourmess
Stuhhomess
Unreliableness
Truancy
Untruthfulness
Cheating
Heterosexual 'ctivity
23.
fAlfil Vi (continued)
Tack of interest in ^ork Thoughtlessness
l^nureeis Restlessness
Obscene Wotes, talk *te start? tion
fettling Msohefllenee
Attracting attention Teriinsss
^ne rrelsoTrieness Inqalsltiveness
Tmpadenee, rno>ness Ttestroying school materials
TmsrinPtive lyiry Disorderllnesr in elsss
In? ttenti an "TOTSa 1 \,y
Slovenly in annearsnre Tnternotin^
Terlness Smoking
Impertinence, flefiene* *niar>erinf
Cereleseness in work
44. wickmpn, 1« f* Children's Behrvior end Teachers' Attitudes. P. 1?7.
9A.
Tables rii end VIIj show in concise form the comparative
attitudes of taachers End mental hyf,ienist toward behavior problems.
The Cleveland Teachers considered
''ore serious than t'ore serioas than More serious than
Stea ling
Untruthful-
ness
Cheating
Sex Problems
Impertinence, Parelensness
Disorderliness Domineering
in cless /ttrfccting
Inattentiveness attention
lack *f interest Sullenness
in work Interrupting
Meddlesomeness
defiance laziness
Temper out- Unreliableness
bursts
Impudence,
rudeness
Truancy
Shyness
Unsocis lness
Sensi tiveness
Fee rfulness
Suspiciousness
Imaginative
lying
Dreaminess
45. Hickman, 1. K. Children's Behevior and Teachers' 'ttitudes. P. 115.
\
T'BLT1 VTI^
The Mentsl Hyp'ienlsts view
Less serious then Teas scrlons then Less serious then
Tmmorelitles Violations of Tbctrrvagrnt Withdrawing
Dishonesties orderliness in aggressive recessive
^rrnsgressions classroom personality personality
ff^inst application to and "behavior and hehnvior
suthority school rork traits traits
4R. "i clone n, V, '*Ml*ren»s i n^vior rnfl meecK~rs* 'Uitu<iea. P. 130.
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POSSIBLE R'TISFS OV v <* T, * TVTTISTHEW
I child is a behavior problem not primarily because he takes
ulensure in bein"' on*. fh^r* are certain underlying epnr.es vMeh tend
to r«ke t>>e individual unhsony an* me ledjusted. To determine the
ceuaes is to ret at the roots of the maladjustment. These causes hUM
en environ-rentel end hereditwy origin.
Up to date scientists have not heen ehle to settle the prob-
lem as to Aether snrironment or heredity is more imoortant than the
other in influencing the life of tbe individual.47 Neither heredity
nor envi rorwnt, ^ <• *? r ^ fi c*nt ^rsprt from the other. The
human owlsw is a mess of potentialities; and only as the individual
is exposed to roecifie conditions d© these ootentialities become
rea lities.4^
"erely because an indi^idtiel inherits the basis for a set of
characteristics is no reason for believing that he has also inherited
the characteristics. "What one inherits is certain material that under
certain conditions will
-oro^nce * owrtienlpr eh~ r'et^ristic; if those
conditions are not suoolied, some other chr r^cteristic is produced."
49
47. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of 'bnormal People.
48. Chicago Association for Child Study and Parent 7dueation. Building
Character.
The following ea*se clarifies this statement: 50
A girl of ton years of age was brought to a osycbo-
logical clinic by her mother with the report that the sirl
was nervous. She was not so orderly rs other girls,. She
(the "irl) wps determined to climb trees end ?o swimming.
One dry she ran down the rosd for a mile and was later found
wading in a stream. This child had been examined a year be-
fore coming to the clinic by a nsyehologist, who concluded
that the ear" was probably one cf infeHor-mentellty coupled
with "neurotic tendencies* due to hereditary causes. TTe
based bia deduction on thesa reasons!
T. Mother, hpfi a nervous breakdown four years
before ehild bed been brought to the clinic.
1, When the mother was 14 ye* ~a of e^e, it was
fee red th*t she /roing to have St. Titus'
dance.
3. The grandmother who entertained this fear was
renorted nervous as well.
49. Blanton, R. G. and Ulanton, Smiley. Child Guidance. P. 11
50. Biimhara, W. H. Normal Vind.
28.
This looked as though the child inherited h*>r nervousness
until one eeme to exemine the child. 7n the presence of the
mother the child did sereral queer things. She twitched at
times and tended to be silent when questioned; hot when
taken from her mother, she was quite different. She talked
in a natural raersner ?nd her nervous symotos'S disappeared. ? s
a matter of fsct, the mother's reactions h«id no connection
??ith dangerous situations nn the prrt of the "irl. fhe
mother wss a* -ply not happy unless the child tos sitting
quietly in he* si.«rht. She too> out her instability by whip-
ping her daughter hen she hed been frightened by seme
innocent or harmless .-ctlvity of tV cMld. Mvinp with them
tb2 cousin who was more irritable thai the metier. This cousin
8lso continually punished the* girl.
In this case the envi toomental situation wee certainly the
more lmnort- nt. The mother pal relatives ^ere more of r problem
than
the chu Id.
frequently • child develops personality trMts similar to
those of his percnts. *Mle heredity hee furnished the bests, it is,
in reality, the twining, imitation, end association—the
environment—
which has oroduced the simil^ri ty.
J
51. Blenton, V. 0. and Blenton, Smiley.
Child Ouidance.
29.
The child Inherits tendencies toward certain ment'l traits and
physical characteristics. Since his physical end mentf 1 equipment
determine Mb emotions 1 life, the Individual inherits tendencies that
control his emotional life to e marked degree.
^
?
There are very definite stages through which en individual
must 'Teas in the process of proper adjustment. H the moment of birth
the infant is required to make strenuous readjustments. Prom an almost
perfectly sheltered environment he is thrust Into a situation whero he
encounters the unpler.santneis of the stmosphere, etc. K«nt said of the
first cries of the infant: *J cry of wrath at the catastrophe of
birth".
Though the second tstage, that is, early life, consists almost
entirely of eating, sleeping, and playing, the cMld oust learn to
carry out these activities not according to his whims and caorlciousncss
but according to the wishes and demands of Ms parents. In his play *lth
cMldren lie soon discovers that to give free vent to his impulses is to
court the 111 favor of others.
ftot until the cMld enters school, however, is he called upon
to make Ms first reel adjustment. The requirements of the teacher and
school In regard to conduct enci social decorum are inexorable. 5?
b3. Mate^r, Florence. Just :>'onnal Children.
53. Wickman, I. K. Children's rtehavior and Teachers' 'ttitudes.
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Is the child prepared physically end ment lly to meet the normal
requirement*? Are hie auditory, visual, and other sensory faculties iu
good condition? Has any child sickness, such it whooping cough, mastoid,
etc. loft his mind dull and impaired? Does he suffer from some chronic
heart disease th? t is apt to roaka him irritable end his actions sluggish?54
Is his appearance congenial and pleasant or is it distrusting end repelling?
Surely, no teacher is oblivious to the importance of oossesslng normal
physic?. 1 end ment'-l traits in rueking proper adjustment in a soei«l organ-
ization thct defends normality? Is it to be rondered that there are
behavior problems as lone as there are handicaooed children who are not
recognized and who are Kiven treatment accorded to normal children? How
can teachers possibly expect normal reactions? Caroline Zachry cites the
case of e boy whose troublesome cherecter was due primarily to poly-
glandular difficulty. 55
Dick Boyd was the ten year old son of American
parents. He wa s resorted by tiie school because of const' nt
behavior episodes in every grade. He unset ell <rroup activ-
ities in the classroom and on the olaysround. He told lies of
the Imaginative MtQ* the self-ffefensive tyt>e. He had, however,
always been successful in school work. Dick was slight, wiry,
and delicate in appearance, fidgety, irritable, assertive,
arrogant, and egotistical. He always attempted to hold the
54. Wile, I. S. Challenge of Childhood.
55. Zachry, C. B. Personality Adjustments of School Children. Chap. III.
center of the stage.
Kis year In the first grade had been on the *hol<»
successful. In the second gr*de he and his teacher were very an-
tagonistic. He *m§ sent to the principal constantly. The
third grade teecher thought Hick bright and clever but that he
did not employ this qualification for the good of himself or
another. He considered self-centered and selfish by his fourth
grade teacher.
Health of the child.
"t the age of two tantrums developed. His tonsils
?ere found to be enlarged end full of pus, end his ede-
noids rere in brd condition. Bttftg ginuges had been opened
twelve times. Vick showed grert irritation before sinus
trouble started, flick had had rickets, bulging knees, and
at the age of six, usumps and measles.
^ea rs.
Dick Ml very inuch afraid of fire r nd afraid to
fight though intensely interested in this activity.
Physical indications end pest health history made
the visiting teacher decide to have the bojt take a thorough
glandular examination. X-rays revealed a small pituitary
gland and the presence of I thymic shadow in the chest. It
was advised that the boy receive one-half gr* in pituitery
twice a day since Ms behavior varied with slendulfir
disturbance.
31.
The thymus gland is relatively lerce at birth but should begin
to decrease in site after tha second year. So long at the thymus persists
sexual development is inhibited.
This fsct was of both physical and emotional significance to
Dick. Ho »aa small and slight with feminine features. Not having been
as strong as other boys, he ptyygicelly handicapped in a fight, ^e
can well imagine Dick's feelings In regard to his lack of <ue sculini ty.
Over activity of the thyroid tends to nseke individuals highly
excitable, emotional, ; nd enxious. Children differing from such over-
functioning of this gland "need guidance in activities that are satisfy-
ing snd at the same time are not too stimulating. Their guida should be
one to whom they cm confide their anxieties without the fesr of blame.
Their environment should not be one likely to produce outbursts."
When the individual retches the adolescent ctage, he is
naturally antagonistic. Hp is becoming * «n and will not tolerate
childish treatment, '"ell may £ teacher question the •djutattl of an
edolascent boy or girl who never rebels against ruthority and immature
treatment. Such rebellion is pert of the adolescent heritage.
Though heredity is of paramount importance, it is coming to be
inero?- singly less of a s?tlsf?etory fector in the sole explanation of
maladjustments.56 Previously all peculiarities and •ccentrid ties
were laid at the door of heredity. Today the environmental conditions
of the maladjusted individual pre minutely examined, enslysed, and
studied.
Tfot only do no tw-i ferrilles TMnt/^tn the e*»ct requirements for
the behavior of their ehildr»n but children of the seme family ?nd In the
seme home?7 do not live under Identical conditions. To he specific:
•''he first child in addition to his own problems hsa the interplay of the
frumlttlit ef Ml pr rents, ''"he second child cones In contect not
only -ith Mr, t-ti -o^r^on^llty characteristics end problems end these
of Ms tf rents hut ?l r'o \«ith those of the "irst. child. Thus the younger
cMldren of the thrall;- Vve - fuller personality fctrtft&gt good or bad—
-
t*«n than© ASjoyed by older brothers ?nd si rters.
To Illustrate further the vrrirtions in the environment of
sibling (brothers rnd sisters of sf-ne ps rents): Very was the youngest of
three MsV"?; rf rll v r> . embers of her iiac ediete frinlly the slone hed an
absorbing liWS 'or '•lowers. Neither her mother nor her father possessed
this interest, "by HI T'rry? WWBf summer the two older children went
to ce^u, rhile Mery, ever since 1 tot, rvr, sent to her grand?? ther's,
w^ose very life brcet/ed rith the $ty of rr>\v.lvr srd florers. Tt Is
obvious that through association tery had cultivated ? similar taste.
Mary's sirt-rsinsolte of direct rootlet, had not developed an interest
because their habits, tastes, snd ideas ?erc tlreedy set.
50
The •f^rst. six ye?rs c\f childhood ?re t'-e most plastic "nd
flexible. Tt is during these years that oerents and teachers, who
have a fair knowledge of mental hygiene, sre in t position to instill
58. Blenten. B« G. , Blanton, Smiley.
Child
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proper attitudes p fef >Mta rithont the strenuous and drastic raeasores
that /re 30 often required when the cMU is older end In need of Pdjttst-
ment. The first fix e^rs I re the inundations upon which my he hailt a
sturdy, inter**5 to*, -rell-ad justed personality.
It is in the horns th*t the cMld gets tendencies end develop*
habits of dependence or independence. Tt 1 s rt the horse that he ®jc-
oeriencss hi? first, +>el*nes if jeel-viry snd feer. ,*hat child is not
Jealous of I fefAt&er or si?t,«-- who 1s the favorite with ell? Sen it
truthfully he seid that brothers end "isterc living together bpveidanti-
cal environment?59
'•"others, ^ specif lly, er* often the cense of poor edpiatment
and unbe.oplness on the ppr-t, of the child. Tn ettemptin*' to setisfy her
need for affection and suc<*o<?.» t p mother rt.ll hendiern her child by
irakinr hirc dependent Tipon her. She not only things fit Ma, hat
has the child actually live her life. Such | rjerent is ently called
a "devouring" parent. 6(5 "hen such a child enters school, hendicaooed
as he Is, he is eroeeted to he independent ^nd well-ad. .lusted regardless
of negligent horn? trrininf.
There is ^n^ther type o* oerent who 1° li anxious to see her
(his) child succeed that she (he) applies pressure most unwisely.
F>9. Taft, Jessie. The delation of the School t? the >'ental Health of
the 'Terose Child.
60. Taehry, (8, B. Personality Adjustment of Children.
^erhens the child hasn't the facilities to work wtthT nsrents and
tcnehfn than ponder ower the cause of the child's nervonanss* am)
restlessness.
Dn the other hand there are orrents who, bain? poorly ed.tasted
themselves,era. so suspicious of an a anxious about the development and
activities of their child that they make tho youngster's life Intolerable
with excessive watchfulness, naprelnfc, worrying, and over-severity.61
France* <»• *iekes In his Inner «o rid of Childhood gives the following
e*se of the Influence of oerental diffienltieet *
"'n anxious mother caroe to consult me about her son.
T*» was fMlin* In school and hie reoorte were <orowlnr raore end
rnore Tines tisfactory. On e test, *iven by 'rule-ef-thumb psy-
cho lo*?l at', the hoy had a ratlnsr far hwlow UtfMatl« This was
written on a reoort and aeeomuanied by comment es to his <ra.rks
to the effect Toinp as well as he can «lth his erede of
mentality*. The card, not enclosed In an envelope, was fclven
Mm to take home. «l Werner* of the motVr'e was most
significant, "hen 1 |H that reoort T kne* It was no use,
Tt was trae; he hist couldn't mcceed'. Evidently the mother's
fear had antedated the reoort.
"The hoy was a fine, wmly-looWn- yonn* fellow, yet
In the presence of Ms mother his actions were those of a much
younger child.- -.
61. llanton, M« •« *nd TUanton, Smiley. Child fhildrnee.
63. *lckes, F. 0. Tnner World of
Childhood. P. 4>-45.
M Jn his talk with me he showed leek of Initiative and
an eecentanee of himself as an inevitable failure.
"Prom ell this my Intuitions -"ere that the situation
was one rooted In the tnothen-son relationship and that my real
task lay with mother, f* worked back slowly throu** her fears
until *e came to the nnderlyirie; eense. She as only brother
to whom ehe bed be»n »reatly attached, '''his boy, who had
evidently been the mother's favorite, had failed completely In
his pi scull ne adp-)t=tion whenever he found a situation too
hard, the mother decided that h$ was 111. He learned to take
advantage of ever/ slight col'1 BM& indisposition.-—--
Consciously sb* (mother) deeply solicitous about fretting
him veil s-i he could take a position; vet she invariably pulled
him back by her anxieties.
"fhe sister had been closely Identified with him.-
She feared that if she wver ted a son he, too, would be a failure,
when her daughters were born she had not feared and had been
happy in them, but ^hen her newborn son was flrat shown she
had thought, *He is a hoy, ha "ill f"il». T)een dn^n in her un-
conciousness she felt the genae cf an lnnendinr fete, fo
eomuensate for this she bent every conscious energy toward
neiking him succeed, but *11 her efforts were surcharged "ith
anxiety. The boy, who could not know that in her mind he was
completely identified with an uncle whom he had never seen,
felt her anxiety and accented It as something for which he
mast In some -try be rea ^nslble.———
.
"When ell this wee relied Into t>>e mother* s con-
sciousness ehe *bs able to eee thrt not only eea the boy a
eeoerete ontlty bat that in reality he wss an opposite tyoe
from bar brother. She could see, ?leo t that even in bar
brother's <-aee thm fMlnre ens not so ranch due to lack af
potentials m eee to tha mother* • desire to keep Mm with bar
aa bar child. This nnconaciono desire bed been Instrumental
in mekiryr bar nourieh every eeakneaa. The fate, which aha
bad considered inevitable eaa only h»r o«n tendency to re-
pair this mis?t«ke of her s»tber*a."
Vary often tbe teacher baa ebtldren who lack aelf-cenfldenee.
Neither aha nor tbe child can explain this attitude! but a viait te tbe
heme of tbe child and a talk to Ma parents ml<rht brim? to li^bt tbe
feet that the child ie tcesed end raistrueted at bene end tbet Ma family
laa^a at any independence or initiative tbe yeunifater mieht abov. In
a cemrnratively abort time, a child who ie t>ma treated loaea eelf-
cenfldenee end becomea a ahy, sensitive, *nd withdrawing ty>e of in-
dividual,63
There la e tendency en part of tbe child to emulate the oarent
of the er>me aax. This chereeterietle ie diseetrous, unlese curbed, if
bad hablta or traita are emulated, white relates tbe ceae of a
ten year
6*. Ssylee, V. B. Tbe Problem Child in
School.
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old son who treated Ms mother abominable. His father, when ho idealised,
wot beastly to Ms wife, The son was merely emulating Ms Ideal, who
l^upened to ho on uncouth w»rson.^
In accordance *1th the sfme tendency • younger brother will
frequently imitate end clarify Ms older brother. very B. Seyles rives
on Interesting ease about six year old Peter oho endeevorded to emulate
» delinquent brother nine .veers of ore* The following two paregranhe
fro excerpts from the eese Mstoryt68
"Peter at six and one-half wes enthralled with the
romance of tMevry . *nd why notf Hsd not his big brother
'"fcul v Rged nine, * 1reedy been 'sent up for crooking' efter
five arrests, end vdn't bo returned to the family besom
bursting with to lots of wild adventure end hair-breadth
esc? no, cleaned from Ms comrades in the correctional
school
T
"Peter's teacher in the first arede was much
concerned about Ma?. Re wes wildly restless end distract-
able, with en unending flow of conversation root upsetting to
classroom discipline, "hat wes worse, he atole et every
chance. He *ould go out of the building with hie class, then
return end pick up any little thing he Saw lying about.
64. «Mt«, #» l> vent* 1 Hygiene of rhildhood.
65. SOyles, V. Problem rhild in School. P. 178-180.
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Jpserently iX was not the gaily to possess these objects go
much p» the lure of the <yme that led hfo .Oflu»
Children who ere awarded for on unsocial behavior tend to
develop e contorted view of whet ie morally right and wrong. One Mother
never punished her tvo children when they told her the troth about their
misbehavior. Tn a short time her young son learned that after he had
committed a miRdeed, he could save himself all unpleasantness by confess*
lug. when he entered school, the boy was forced to treke a strenuous
readjustment.©6
Merc? ted or divorced w rents e^use children untold misery, i
child so unfortunately olaeed >mtst be treated with deep understanding snd
consideration; for h« comes to the teacher for sympathy and security.
Surely, of all oereone, the teacher should be qualified and orape red to
"ive the child the security he lacks at home. Security Is one essential
for adjustment end ha trainees.
?he adopted child, likewise, recuiree consideration. He, too,
feels Insecure. Ta it to be wondered ft that ao-e children Imagine their
ua rente end themeelfee to be of royal blood? Such children are making
an effort to believe that their aerents are aa wonderful now as they
seemed during their infancy or that their parents whom they never re-
Re. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Uhadjusted Fehool rhlld.
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member hawing se^n were truly "fcorae'bodie*".67
There f t* other children -»ho find adjustment difficult because
their racial, religions, or sociel Drectlees w* ry from thet of the
awera^e. Proline ?pchry rceatlons the esse of » young Jewish girl
whose poor pd.hiPtrcent was tern pertly to her fee* of "being different"
flerants end teachers mat «ruerd against thinking hereditary
tendencies predetermined and, therefore, beyond modification. Such a
point of rlew leads to en sttitnde despair on the Tart of the parents
end teachers, end both wsrties Hwe nn without caking en effort to help
the child.
Perents end teachers imiet strive the haooy median. r-ne my
kill with lowe ee *ell es with bate, 's the poet ^elne *rotej
••!*hey mede my life a harden,
yrnbitterlng *y fete,
roipe of them did it with their lore
The others with their bete." 69
If. '"hits, •« Is Cental Hygiene tf fbllrthood.
68. ?*chry, 9« B. ^ersonellty 'djuetwents of School Children. Chap. II.
69. nttles, ?rits. Ret the Children Free. P. 159.
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TY^S OP WL*T)3Vm*r*m9
There are rmny types of maladjustments, bat no two authors
agree es to the exact number or best <neans of classification. T have
found it expedient to classify the taeladjustment cannon among school
children into seven tyoem
1. Tnferiorlty eomolex
~. TtnM-* f t *>* r»-)
lotions ligation
4. Snbm1?sive, rithdr^wing tyoe
5. 'wressiTeness
6. ffcydraamln*
?. THshcreaty
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"Inferiority coroolex" Is a phrase that has been used far too
often without understanding 's to its cruses, s.mptoras, end oossible
remedies. What la an inferiority complex? *hy does one have sucn a
complex? How can one recognize it? 'Vhst can be done to remedy it?
•The only my we can estimate and evaluate the qualities we
oosses3 is by romoarina: our oossesaious with those of athera. 70
'.'hen individuals, especially children, find that they are different in
soase resnects from other peoole, they soon become extremely conscious
of their deficiency. They think about it constantly} they worry over it;
and finally be^in to exaggerate the inferiority so greatly that the
results of rueh rnxiety oft«n become more serious than the defect itself. 71
It is ttfeift the individual has beirun to exs^erpte his deficiency
that Hi develops an inferiority complex. In as much es no two people are
exactly alike, it is oavious that individuals differ in their
attitude toward their deficiency. Stttp individuals couoensate by greater
care tad careful training ;»lona; the line of their defect. 7- ta sre all
familiar with "nemos thenes, who compensated for his early aoeech defect by
becoming o ne of the world's greatest orptora. Sometimes, however, when
70. Morgan, J. J. B. ^syeholory ef the Tfn*d.1nsted School Child.
71. Bnrnhr>ra, w . TT. Womel Mind.
73. BurnhPa, *. H. tformel Mind.
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en individual stresses one quality beyond ell others »n« becomes
especially skillful, he tends to dewelao *n attitude of superiority
or » p*reonality that is more or lets unbalanced,73
Frequently *n Individual with rn Inferiority complex will
cosnena/ te for Ms deficiency by over emphasising r-n opposite tr*it« '
girl *no runs at the sight of boys needs help in »d.1u?tlng herself| she
is overdoing en attempt to fight en unconscious tendency to associate
with the other sex. I boy who is absurdly ovor-honcst mey be fighting
a stra^fi-le ewinst temntetion to dishonesty, ''hen e child, especially
e boy, coc*» early rn* et*ys late to help the teacher ~nd avoids children
of hie age, it> in need of help. He is fighting en inferiority complex;
for some reason he Is unhappy in the company of children.
often t'mes when p. child is told of a certain deficiency, he
beeores engry *ltb the infomw-nt Met retaliates by finding flawsln the
oth»r Individual. Tn this w.v he ettemots to rMse his ere, 7*
''hen a teacher rteopnlsee sn inferiority eoranlex in 8 child,
sh« needs to helD him exe«»l In sometMng somewhat in line with his
ambitions. If a boy has set physical nrowess f« his eoal, as his
" sum um bonnm", *nd it convinced that I 11 other bays surpass him
nhyslcelly, ment«"l excellence Is too irueh in contrast end tends to sake
73. Bnrnhem, f« % 9*0mt Mind.
74, Morean, J. ,T. B. Psychology of the Unrd.iusted School ''Mid.
Ma feel even more Inferior.w Vaw>r*n, in Me Psychology of the,
Pneaiuate* School ^entiona the er so of a youngster who res
pbyele- Uy handle* >ped bat had »n intalli<?ence cue tlent of 148. nth
two physic lly fltyp'ele brot>**rs, rnerstrl frooerlority, In conor-rison with
hit physical inferior! ty, -leent nothing to the boy. Being envious of
his brothers* phytic 1 M&*rt**$tpf Ma whole ercbltlon was to outshine
the* and git ell Ma mother' a attention. Ha, tHerfore, bad tamper
tentrams In front of Ma mother and brokers, whereas he never bad them In
school* Tn this mm* 8W| youngster found insufficient compensation In
centrt excellence and so resorted to tantrums to asln further ettentlon.
The srme author iwes another case of inferiority quite dif-
ferent *n "ts origin.
1 boy was brought Into the clinic because be was
dishonest, stole things, »nd was constantly getting Into
fl -bta. r« p nert, active, clean cat boy of fifteen,
owe* he t small for bis ape. Ke era friendly and eoerwrative
•scent tvt be showed incetience rfurlng questioning end Hat
loth to Mve Me story. The nation* Torn* nothing of Ma
father. Hie only thoughts of Mm were in relation to
financial otters. Tt would hrve been easier «nd wore
pleasent for Ms mother end Mm, if she had not been obliged
to work for a living, *e could not have t • lngs that other
Children bad end the others wenld not pUy with Mm* 'The
youngster bed thus beer, very lonely. Ha had
begun to steal to
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others e*ndy so %hr% they would essoelote with Mm. He bad
a mertred Inferior complex releted to the n»tter of development.
Ho m lied himself rent in comparison with others of Mo ope.
*hen ho hod roeehed the elfhth *r»de, where Ma mother woo o
teechor, ho hod boon transferred to enother school to ewoid
bein** colled •sissy*' by tbe hoys end Hrls. It wo* ot this time
that the netlent be<s?n Ms stealing In order to b# "tou^h* end
to huy tMngs for other cMldron. i| did n->t sice to because Mo
«n*te8 turned. Ml likod V seV 1 1 but lacked tbe necessary uniform.
He woo «n*>:ry (rtffc himself beeense 5*e did not like to flpht.
Though en Ptteoot woo n*de to show Mo mother th*t ho needed on
opportunity to einrese Mmself -nd ^rowe Missel f to bo self-r#liant, so
eo to /»et StVf hie VHnf of Inferiority* she leeked tve proper
lneirht to ^eln >*er ehild.
HM * *%tll dloeow»rs | fo*eet, the best «-ttltnde *or Mm to
tr>e Is to ewold reliance on excuse, should be tfwH to sdmlt the
defect r nd try to correct It *s far *>s p»ttt%t*« The Individual moot bo
made to realise *>^et It is foalish to try to cov*»r reel deficiency,
"'hether or not It la possible to correct It, the possessor should feco
It <"nd admit Its existence.
To eneble the teacher to recognise pn Inferiority eomMe* *nd
to be r.ropered to helo the cMld In M Mf^culty, T have listed., in tho
followlm- Tables T, tff TIT, possible eymotoma, causes, end remedlee.
4e.
Though various- typo* of nfllpajustmenta n»; >** simller symptom*,
csrtPin specific mums, obviously, n«c««slt«tee specific rcRwdlcn; eon.
eequently, T hsva olscod »umi «no* re adies In .juatr position. fhi« semo
-»roc©4'arc hag been followed for f 11 typea.
1* Uncontrollable temper
2. Unpopularity
3. *»*rea»ph»oie or execration of * pertieulmr twit
Mental superiority for physical inferiority
Physical superiority for msntfl inferiority
4. 'bsurd fanaticism on • particular morel issue
5. "n^er at
.Just criticism
6. Steeling
7. Hr of cp rolea s indifference.
8. An attempt to >ide beMnd vhat m? be cp 1 the
persecution and injustice of others
9. Idleness or incapacity
10# Ppy dreaming
11. ^efurre in suPenoess, epjirresslTenese,
delinquency
1?» T^dershio of ff«ngs end unruly organisations
1?. ftefianee of authority •
The T \ lowing references bs%e been most helpfult
Ssylest Very B. Problem Child In School
Thorn, P. ' . tformsl Youth rud Tts TVerydey Problems.
Thorn, T>. I« Pverydey Preblems of the *»>ryday Child.
Worsen, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
4R.
f/BW TI
1* For r and snxiety ov«r
2. Beilnre In school work.
Mont*! Inferiority.
Homperiaons with
brlffhtor meraborB of family.
Pidtenia
ftmm m
1* ?1oiBt out th« necessity of
taking pride In ind ItIburl's
r»ee t of pntieipatinjr, » square
deal, of e^initv: « Tironor
TDoro-MKStivot7*
T*ot child in situation »*ere
V frill VUCCOO&*
Offor chile! legitimate
avenues of successful expression.'''7
"Lot tho dull-norMl child use
Ms tends flrtt end Ms intolloet
second; pat him wUh his poors and
not with his superier«,, .~
Wo eomrjerisont, no ridicule.
7P, fhoui, ( , n. w©tp*1 Touth »nd Tte *v*ryd*y PmVkHB*
77. ?*on?*n, J« J. % Psychology of tho tm»d,te«ted School child.
7fi. Spylee, B. Problow fihild in fehool.
t>«W TI (continued)
3. Inferior family back-
ground*
Feeble minded tnember
in frmily.
4. Inability mi the pert
of the eMld to rise to
th© level of Mo f mily«s
a sr>i rations for Mm. 7®
Teasing by siembers
of family.
5, ^hyelerl inferiority,
"l^-ic^ee on skin.
49.
MIR in(eontinued)
?• Help eMld gain » proper eew»
•peetive of v lues.
(Jive Mm ©oportnnitiee to he
successful *»nd ao compensate for
leek of fcroily success.
4. Talk to child's family*
Point out the wisdom end
necessity of recognising succsess
in other fields*
Give child opoortnnlty of being
sneceseful in » qualified field.
"iake child feel be Js indispen-
neble to come nsember of the fsmily.
6. ^eoursge eMlfl to reeke sn effort
to correct ohyeical defect.
Tf impossible to correct deficiency,
eorvinee child of possibility of
enunterb*Vnclng adv^nt^ges; 80
79. Seyles, ^. Problem Child in
School.
80. THrnhem, w. la formal IttAA*
UMi II $Pontinne4)
6. Too easy success at en
early »*e» resulting in
false sens© of security tb*t
Is »>ir *t<*r*d by leter ex-
periences failure.
'n intense flrtve tower*
an unattainable steward of
*cM#Tor ent. °
T'WT 7?? (continued)
t^^yrvg yon fry-^Trtr'Y ^>*"pet
fcit n*l "3 cMW «tc«?1 in sonwtMng
©ore in line Vttfl Me eicMtlen.* 1
T»o not allow physically lrv-
e<!equ*te to be te*se<3j hi is eat
to develop en ovgrftn lancet
personality tbrouab intellectual
eonnens^tien *na so lose friend-
ed
ship of claes^tes.
%>lp ehild to iset st the
bottota of Ms trouble.
Cive Mm oiportunHieg to
s*icceetl •
81. "organ* B» Psychology
8?. Mftfptti J. »• P«yebolo^y
87. r*ylee t w. Problem &ftll
of Unadjusted School rhllflren.
of 'bnonaal People,
in School.
51.
TABL? II (continued)
CruS^S OF IWFRTOBTTT
CWPLTX.
7. "Gawky* Adolescence. 84
WBT.T Til (continued)
7. Teach child gracefulness end
good posture.
^nlighten him as to the
characteristics of adolescence.
Do not out him in situations
where his awkwardness is ant to he
marked.
R4. Thorn. D. A. Normal Youth and Its Everyday Problems
TYP1 H| phobias (wms)
Psychologists have not agreed as to the number of original
fears. Wany, however, believe that there are but two inherent fears—the
fear of felling and the fear of loud noise. Vost specific fears, there-
fore, are learned. Among children the most common fears are the fear of
failure
,
the fear of large groups, the fear of ridicule or social dig-
Sflflroval. and the fear of lnseffirity.
When a fear becomes so intense as to cause misery, unhanpiness
and poor adjustment, the child has developed a phobia. Parents and
teachers have underestimated the danger and seriousness of fear. The
attitude of fear and its actwraoauying forms of worry and anxiety are
among the outsanding menances to mental health. Veer can lead to the
dissioation and wastefulness of mental energy that may be well directed
toward useful pursuits.8^
When a child expresses a fear, he doesn't seek sympathy; he
seeks deliverance from his fear. If the fear impresses us as being
foolisfe, it does no ?ood to tell this to the child. Hel>> the child
find the rral cause of the fear. When the latent cause is discovered,
the fear no longer seams ridiculous. 87 ^ears must be talked about and
exnlained; only in this way, may the causa be eliminated.
85. Understanding the Child, Jan. 1934.
86. Thorn, B. ft* Pvoryday Problems of the T5veryday Child.
B7. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
53.
The cause of some fears are comparatively easy to fathom; others,
very difficult, Pr. Samuel Kstrtwell in the January issue of Understanding
the Child cites the case of I boy who was abnormally sfrsid of large groups
and crowds. From a smell school building he had been transferred to large
and noisy one. John was unable to do s-ood work; he was intensely unhappy.
He was not sure as to the real cause of Ms maladjustment^ and so, im-
agined all sorts of things the metter with him. Tearing parental laugh-
ter and ridicule, John did not dare to confide his fears to his femlly.
Finally, his school work became so poor that he was taken to a clinic.
Careful study showed that fear of large crowds was At the root of the
child's raalf djustment. A change of school and an understanding of the
bo^s problem by his parents broug.1t about the necesssry Adjustment.
I more difficult problem wes oresr-nted by a ten year old boy
who was brought to a clinic because of his intense fear of darkness,
fire engines, end thunderstorms. The patient's father had minimized
and laughed at his son's aotarently, foolish fears. The child, how-
ever, was moody, restless, and extremely unhaopy. / thorough investi-
gation of the child's history-health, family life, etc. showed that the
youngster's fears were directly associated with the noise and disturbances
of family Quarreling. Unconsciously, not willing to admit so unhappy a
fact es family ouarreling the cause of insecurity pnd misery, the child
had expressed his fear in e more obvious way.
54
One fear commonly overlooker! by teachers Is the fear of reciting.
Many la the time e child has said "I don»t know" to protect himself from
being celled to the front of the room. Br. Hartwell in the bpme issue of
Underst- ndlnp: the Child gives the esse of young girl who had abnormal,
but not an unusual, fear tff reciting. Jane (the subject) did not do her
homework for fear t'^at she be celled on to recite. Her fear was due to
the fact that she was being constantly conroared with older members in
the family, who were doing fine work in college and high school. Pear
of adverse eonr^arison and ridicule had reduced Jane to a state of mind
where failures seemed inevitable. When the real cause of her aoparent
laziness and poor work was determined, Jane was gradually cured by the
employment of certain remedial measures. Jane's teacher gave her as-
signed pieces of work for wMch she was held responsible. Jane knew ex-
actly what to nreoare. Her family, moreover, cooperated by ceasing to
make comparisons and by commenting favorably on any small success.
Tables TV, V, and VI on pages 55 and 56 aid the teaaher in
dealing with ohobiaa.
T/RL* IV; FYMPTOHS OP PHOBIAS
1. laziness
.2. Ttefusal to recite before class
3., /wkwsrdneas, restlessness
4. Taciturnity
5. Actional instability
6. Buy dreaming
7. Unhandiness
8. Moroeaneas, moodiness (l-8) 88
9. Meanness*^
10. fnxiety over sex questions90
88. Understanding the Child, Jan. 1934.
89. Understanding the Child, Jan. 1934.
90. Morgrn, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
56.
T/BLF V
C MIST'S OF PHOBIf S
1. Change from small to
large ^ronp or building.
Ridicule by parents
2. Constant conroerleon with
older members of family.
Fear to recite.
Fear of ridicule and
adverse comparison.
3. lack of knowledge of
sex.
Misinformation about
sex.
KFMEPIFS FOB PHQBI/S
1. Change to smaller school.
Boy's appreciation of his own
problem.
Understanding by ps rents.
W
2. Give assigned piece of work so that
pupil c?n be well orepared to recite.
Have family cecse comparison end
Instead, comment favorably on smell
successes.^
9
3. Try to cultivate such a matter of
fact wholesome attitude between the
sexes that they thoroughly enjoy each
other1 s company.
Suggest appropriate non-sentimental
books.93
91. Understanding the Child, Jan* 1934.
9^. Understanding the Child, Jan. 19?4.
9*. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
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WBLW 7 (continued)
CAUSttS OF PHOBIAS
4. Desire to lire up to the
height that the ideals of Ma
personality dictete—
-fear
that in some
-articular he
will not do so.94
Member of family possess-
ing unsocial trait (mother)
a. kleptomaniac)
.
fAtm n (eontirraed)
4. Knowledge of fear that shows fear
to he groundless.95
Patience end consideration with a
kindly *nd confident attitude will do
a great de*! to eradicate fears.96
Bemeraber that there are no really
foolish fears. Ton can not dispel an
abnormal fear by reason. 9 '"
94. Moreen, J. J. B. *sy*olofy of the Unadjusted School Child.
95. Understanding the Child, Jan. 1934/
96. Thorn, D. A. Everyday Problems of the Everyday Child.
97. !»oi«rn, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
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TABLE V (continued)
CTJSFS OF PFOBT'S
5. There must have been
an earlier experience
highly unpleasant in
character and partly
remembered. "
6. Unfamiliar! ty with the
unknown.
Unfaralllarity with the
thing feared. 100
Too vivid imagination. 101
T/BLF VI (continued)
BF>TOTFS FOP BgggjJ
5. fitter child has been subjected to
terrifying experience, encourage child
to discuss it freely.
Don't make mistake of telling in-
dividual to forget it; he must live
with the fearful experience."
6. Kelp the child to reach the point
where he will talk about the obvious
fear; he will then soon be able to see
the latent fear he has been covering. 102
98. Mateer, Florence. Just lormal Children.
99. Thorn, D. A. Everyday Problems of the Everyday Child.
100. worgan, J. J. B. Psychology of /'bnorraal Peoole.
164. Vateer, Florence. Just Wormel Children.
10?. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of Abnormal People.
59.
MILS V (continued)
CniTV.S OF FHOT5T7S
7. Parental ^buse ( Three.ts)
father' s brute 1 treatment
of mother; fe8r of c">e estates'
finding ont trouble. 10*
T/>BLE VT (continued)
Tm'TOI?S F)ft PHOTOS
7. Avoid threats, esneeially those
Involving physics 1 pain.
Haraony between parents.
Fnliebten parents as to the real
basis of fear.104
102. Thorn, D. f^veryday Problems of the ?Veryday Hhild.
104. Undcrst" ndinr tlie Child, Jan. 1934.
6C.
TYFfTII: EAftOWUaHflOT
"Rationalization consists in giving an acceptable excuse for one's
sttitude or conduct. 105 It consists in doing or thinking whet we desire
end then ehoosinr reasons for our actions.10**
felleyrend once said: "Speech tps given to man to disguise Ms
thoughts." The seme Btffet be said of reason, narely, that reason was
given to ™an to disguise his notiwas. 107
Most of us have been brought up to asteera reason end to look
askance et effective motivation. Fron early childhood we are taught
the foolishness of seylnr tv,et wp have done a thing merely because we
wanted to do so. Tf e child breaks a dish end gives anger ss his reason,
he is tjunished; if he tells a glossed over lie, such as his fingpr hurt
or that he slipped, he is quickly forgiven. When a child cornea to school
tardy, the teacher demands en excuse. Should the child *lve loitering as
the reel reason, he would be ridiculed and mini shed. Naturally, the
child takes the simpler course and rives a "legitimate" excuse, 'hat
individual does not "<ake en attemnt to brina- forth the elements which
render his conduct most desirable?108
I
165. "orgen, -T. J. "H. Hy$»%*& of "bnormel People.
106. Morgrn, J. J. "B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School ^hild.
107. '*hite, ff» k* An Introduction to the Study of the Mind.
108. Morgan, J. J. "8. Psychology of /bnorral People.'
Betiona 11 action «y 8tert 8 •ftrl* *«r&n in Ma
Psychology of the Unaa .lasted School Chllfl tells of his eighteen -nonthe
son with whom he was one day traveling. A men In the seme coach began
to play with the little hoy and attempted to persuade him to come to his
seat, which was in a distent nart of th« coach* The child did not went
to go; and the more the man persisted, the more the bay determined to
remain where he wee. Finally, to Justify his etend he said, "No, It Is
too cold bfek the re.•W
When a .youngster who Is asked to do a household task he^s to
he excused because of a trivial pain or because of some other indefinite
reason and has his request granted, he has learned the value of excuses,
"fter several such successes the child begins to defend on rationalization.
A e'rl sullied water while washing the dishes. The mother came in and
scolded the girl. She defended herself by blaming her brother for look-
ing at her. The mother began scolding the boy. Unconsciously the mother
was teaching the girl to rely on blaming othars in order to defend
horself. 110
Frequently an individual is determined to believe or do a
certain thing, for the sake of mental peace, he feels he must carry
out his impulses end desires; but these imuulses and desires are
selfish and ignoble. The individual, therefore, makes his fctlons
a :pe ar rational. I college graduate was using a much demanded reference
109. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
110. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
G2.
book. It was lunch time end she was hungry. If she returned the book
to the reference shelf, she stood the chrnce of not finding It sfter
lunch. She decided to leave the hook on her desk because anynay no one
would come to the shelf during lunch time. A junior high school boy
of fine American parents inverlably sold "Tea" for "Yes", when repriramded,
he said, ""ell, all ray friends are French and they say «Yea«. I can't
help It If I 1mlVte them."
whlle rationalization may begin at home, It is often fostered
and encourrged in school, "hen a child does something beef-use he en-
joys doing itf don't te^ch him to give a rational explanation for his
conduct. "(Jive his emotional life due honor." 111 when a child has
done a misdeed, encourage him to take just bleme rather than make ex-
cuses which transfer the blame unfrlrly to accidental or false causes.
To illustrate: A pupil ras passing damn the aisle when he tripoed over
a boy' 8 legs. The intentions of the second boy had been deliberate. The
teacher, inspite of the fact thct the had witnessed the entire procedure,
in order to avoid a disturbing discussion, suggested an accident. She
was teaching the culprit, and the class as well, th*. art of rations ligation.
Above rll, an individual desires social eporovsl. Ifctionalizatlon
Is a means to this end. It is so satisfying to the individual who in-
dulges in it and so convincing to the outsider that it is easy to develop
111. "organ, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
this tendency to I merked degree and meke life • burden for the Individual
and all Ms associate.. A clever twist. « distortion of emphasis, and
en individual is not lying; he in rarely neking excuses, /n excuse,
even if crude, is often accepted, whereas a lie is not; for an excuse
contains e certein element of truth. 11? By distracting the attention of
the outsider from the re*l cause of one's attitude or actions, the ration-
filter soon believes that Ms excuses pre re? sons. Not only does he
fool pnd cheat society but he loses the ert of re- 1 rpesonlng end fttir
play, where retionelier tion goes to the extent of extreme distortions,
the individual may develop into I pathological ease, fo quote tforpm
The Psychology of the Unadjusted School ^hlld . H»
"/n uaiBrried woman of fity-twe, while
working in a certain establishment, met casually
a men who paid little f ttention to her. Some
time after tVeir meeting she was convinced
that the ne.n was following her. She says that
one eveing as she wee stf.ndlng on the street
she saw this men *roing by -with the chief of police
end heard him ssk the chlif whether he mU'ht
follow her. Since thet time, she dec It res, he
113. Morgan, J. J. B.. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child. P. 183-183.
64.
N *on* ****** in his **» to ruin her
reputation, following her from torn to town
m *imoyi^ her i„ ^ry way. /. 80on ea
this man arrived on the scene she notices a
"ehanre in the sttnosphere'-people have no more to
do with her. This ides has takes such root
in her mind that she rill talk about nothing
but thie pursuit.
"orkin- in league with the wn
, she s*y8
,
is a ^omsn for ^hom she (the patient) worked
»t one time. The pursnrers traveled in auto-
mobiles, cton-in^ the malce in order to fool
the >»tient. The reason ^iven by the patient
for this Twrsuit is that the woman pursuer
is in love *ith the ne n eni rfraid that the
mm ii *Im interested in the petiant; so she
mekes him folio- the patient and teraant her.
She fellers the treil to witness the torture eal
*o assure herself that the men cares only for her
and not for the ret lent.
Here is o queer distortion of rational
nrocesses. It started from the *tt*nt»s
hidden desire that the man should follow her.
ftefi this deelre she dared not "felt to her-
self, go she expressed it ss a fear that she
was heivg followed by him. This fear she chanaed
to an actual affirmation. Her wish to he oursued
hy the man is gratified hy the Hea. that the
entire time of these two people is taken up in
a vain chase after her."
8«U
1. Anger *t refutation of reasoning
°* Unnecessary excuse*, apologies
3. Blading others
4. Tattling
6. I$rinfr1M (1-5)
114. Morgan, J. ,t. B. Psychology of the TJhefljuste* School Child.
Morgan, J. J. B. Psychola?y of /hnomsl neople.
1. Premium teachers and i
parents pl^ee on pood ex-
cuses.
Good excuses accented.
?. Desire tn ulace one's c
conduct in the moat desirable
light.
3. Pepr of Pouring ridiculous
4. fear of having been motivated
selfish or ignoble impulses.
Seeking raentsl peace.
67.
1. Do not teach child to give a
rati on? 1 explanation for hi a con-
duet. Help Mm get an attitude of
fair play.
TJo not make individual 3ay he is
sorry when he Is not.
?. See that child doesn't g*t the
Teward he Is after hot suffers more
than he geins.
when a child tries to git your
sympathy or that of other uupils
through a trick, iwke sure that he
does not succeed.
3. aire the emotional life due honor.
too ranch by
4. Teach individual the importance
of fair play.
She* individual wherein his reason-
ing Is fpl.se.
TABLH Ylir (continued)
gAJgggj -SMinm.i7.fiTiny
5. Insistence by teacher that
child beHere a feet though h©
does not understand the reason.
6. DFSIRT' for beneficial
results.
69.
IX (continued)
ft*- TT;TT?3 FrWL TWlCfflH,I?,mOfl
5. Co not teach dogmatically.
Teach a child to register doubts
in school. Whenever possible
clear up these doubts.
6. Teach child the following;
Do not be too sure; there may be
something ;vou have overlooked or
tbst you do not know. 5
115. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School rhild.
Verge n, J. J. B. Psychology of /bnormal People.
*
When an Individual is confronted with situation that presents
a problem or en obstacle, he does one of two things; he attacks the inter-
ferlng forces end nieces e fight for victory; or, he withdraws from the
difficulty "by creeping into himself". 116 .'n individual whose Interests,
activities, end mentel life are centered around himself is called an
introvert. 11''
It is not m y intention to write a minute discussion about in-
troverts and introversion; I propose to make the teacher conscious of the
necees'ty of noticing and helping the Tdthdrawlng or introvertive type
of child.
Day dreaming, introspection, solitudo, and similar means of
retreat from reality are, apparently, necessary escapes fw humans;
hut where these withdrawing tendencies hinder the individual from raeet-
1 TO
ing social resoonsiMlities, they become of pathological character. °
Morgan119 cites the case of an extreme introvert who became a path-
ological esse. To quote:
116. Thorn, D. Normal Youth and Its Everyday Problems.
117. Tdorgrn, J. J. §« Psychology of 'bnorraal People.
118. "'ickman, 1« 7> r*\U*w'« Behavior and Teachers' 'ttitudes.
119. Vorg-n, J. T. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
70.
*J boy, twenty-one years of ftgtj * year before beins admitted
to a hospital, Vd been attending school and carrying extre
studies' to make up for work he had missed. Hia family observed
that he had grown seclnsive and preferred to regain by himself.
I few weeks after they first noticed this he was found crying
and see-aed apprehensive, but would 'sake no explanation. Be
worried about his grades in school. Then he began to lose
interest in school *ork. "Tina l!yt ho refused to attend
school and attempted to burn hia books. He refused to see
anyone, an£ *-ould hide in different -parts of the house when
relatives or other visitors called. Though he v-raa **orrn»rly
neat "nd clean, he Tied hegun to gro* careless and slouchy.
"He showed s ooutin.r reluctance to talk, question?- brought
forth nesninrlcss answers or *»re evaded in tba most absurd
•tanner. If Tressed for I coherent response h« would refuse
to respond at all. He er-s«red ta exist in a separate world
and no amount of effort could elicit any description of his
thought •Processes."
The introvert accepts til sorts of experiences without giving
bee* adeourtp indications cf beinp Influence*! by wVt ffl In -viening. He
m»y be intros-neetive, moody, shy, secretive, restless, eolltary, aloof,
snTjerclHow, or rrrorpnt. 190 TTe roy ho of the "goody-goody" type,
seldom fighting, ?n<i enduring rn Inordinate amount of abuse with no
retaliation. Fe is en individual of I seelusive disposition preferring
to play end 7?or> rlone, t?Hnr little or no interest In the ordinary
affairs of life. 1?1
fhese habits of dependence, of rithdrewing from active par-
ticipation in social life, exit! tendencies toward unreal, imaginative
reveries are often engendered in early have life. Children 7.'ho are
overorotected, subject to 1?rsh authority, or repressed from normal
pursuits oftrn develop ii-troverlive tendencies. Only in himself does
the introvrrt seenmto be able to find pgMMk**P
The teacher should be alert to the internal conflicts of
children; but fhe 1b frequently deceived into forgetting the quiet, un-
obtrusive child. Tfer first step in daaling 7*ith the introvert is to
lPfi
penetrate child , s inner atrufcle. * If, however, she cannot obtain
the child* 8 confidence srmply and naturally, she should find someone who
can. The tideher must "uard against letting the cMld flee frora the
1?0. ",ate«r, France. Just Normal Children.
m. Morgan, J. T. •* PnyehoWy of the Unadjusted Prhool Child.
1P2. Blanton, Smiley and Blanton, V. G. Child Guidance.
188, Understanding the Child. June 1933.
7?.
conflicts of life.1*4
Thile a progressive society can not be composed entirely of
the bold attacking types, II can neither tolerate introvert*. The
method of meetin" difficulties by withdra?ring into one self is far too
common. Vorg-n states th-^t nearly one-third of the cases of insanity
are of the introvertive type. "If introverts are to avoid serious
mental abnormalities, help must come in the early stages; for in later
stages they are ho-eless, because they are inaccessible."
I'M. Morg- n, J. J. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
1*5. Morgan, J. J. S« Psychology of the T3nadjuoted School Child.
n.
T4BLTP Xj SYMPTOVS OP WITTOB'WIM TYPV.
1. feydreanlii*, unhaopiness, fearfulness. cowardliness, resentfulness,
shyness, sensitiveness. 126
2. "Goodywroody" tyoe, seldom fi*htin*—a model In conduct.
3. Little Interest In the ordinary eff*irs of life.
4. Queer emotional reactions.
5. Pefusrl to consider defeat.
6. Ttetionelizetion.
7. Laziness, poor school work. (S-7) 1S7
8. Extreme introspection.
9. Arrogance. (8-9) 1?s
10. Unfriendliness 1?9
11. Isolated feeling; thimks people do not understand him. 130
1?6. wickrasn, H!« K. Children's Behavior and Teacher*' Htitudes.
1?7. Morgan, J. J. BJ Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
1SB. Mateer, Plwenee. Just Normal Children.
129. Thorn, T), H. Tforrael Youth and Its Everyday Problems.
1^0. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of ybnormel Beople.
?«.
XT
1. Bersh authority, not
providing sufficient out*
lets for one's 'tesiree. 1
"'*1
2. fhrer^roteetecl childhood. 133
Too ^nt'i.^te f^aily relation-
ship.
Too rnucb finally objection to
Initiative *»n<1 independence.
Too critical fniaily. 1*4
WWSR XII
B^nroi^S ITO *TFBTB/*7IWC TYPE
1. TT-;lp chllfl ex-ore 88 himself through
Ms special abilitlee. 135
2. Do not force child into social con-
texts. Place him in a situation where
he will he sure to derive more pleasure
from his contact with others than he
derivefs from staying bp himself. Make
hiia feol staying with others a privilege.
TIelp child realize ho* hi a early
anvironneat has affected his oresent
attitude toward soma of the everyday
jtjta
ordinary .irobleina.
131. Blrnton, Skniley, en 1 Blanton, M. 0. Child Guidance.
1"?. Understanding the Child, June 1933.
133. Wlckman, 1. K. Children's Behavior rnd Teachers' Attitudes.
134. Thorn, T>, ^Tormel Children and Its "Rvpvyday Problems.
135. Morgan, J. J. Psychology of Abnormal People.
75.
?/*BT,v 7T (continued)
3. Adolescents, because of
t->o gr^nt sensitiveness in
response to the group, often
become morose find fine! life
unendurable.*37
Other environmental situations
ere too difficult end strenuous.
tft (continued)
IT. Persuade the adolescents that those
whom they meet are not so sensitive in
regard to social sVill as to perceive
the errors which they feel they have
commi tted. 139
4. feaUa« thFt iadtvidwl my 4. Teach child the actual relationship
be in disfavor with htt superfor. betraon Mraeelf rnf others. 141
Tf yon can't get the child's con-
fidence pimply and naturally, try to
find Piweor.e rho een. 14?
136. Thorn, f). /. formal Touth end Its Everyday ^roolems.
137. Blanton, Smiley and Blanton, G. Child Guidenee.
13R. ViclrmFn, T\ 7.. Children's Behrvior rnd Teachers' 'ttitudes.
139. Blanton, Smiley and fllenton W. 0. Child Guidance.
140. ^ieicHien, T". ?• Children's Behavior and TeecherS i 'ttitudes.
141. Blanton, Smiley end Blanton, M. (J. Child Guidance.
142. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Ohild.
76.
T/BL7? XII (continued) TftBLT! XII (continued)
aWDTffS POP WTTgTffl/tWIUS TYPE
5. Physical inadequacy. 5. Uniform and kindly attention,
frequent opportunities to do, and
sympathetic handling. 144
Constant unfavorable
criticism at home or in
school. 143 A child who is told when he does
succeed is thereby given a measure of
judgement. 145
Bo not let the child flee from
the conflicts of life. Teach him the
joys of victory. Give him some simple
but for him difficult, situation and
arrange affairs so that he wins;
congratulate him on the victory.
Follow this procedure until you have
changed the child from a coward to a
hero. In addition to pointing out why
the individual lost before, make sure
he wins the next tirae. 1^
143. Thorn, D. A, Normal Youth and Its *ve>ryday Problems.
144. Mateer, Florence. Just Formal Children.
145. Blenton, Smiley and Blanton, M. 0. Child Guidance.
146. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of Unadjusted School Children.
77.
ttpf Vi /<wtffssmiws8( tjisobtotfsci)
Tram the standpoint of mental health, it is better to bo more than
loos aerrwasive. 47 ,»n individual who invariably keeps Mo problems and
conflicts to himself end who wlthdrawe from social contacts end becomes
self-centered is rvVinp poor mentnl end socle 1 adfrstmcnte. <">n the ither
bend, extreme agj-ressivenese end attacking tendencies ere characteristic
of juvenile delinquents.*48 To help the eMld develop e happy medium
to indeed e serious task.
Florence ^eteer io describing the chereeterioties of a mild
extrewert incidentally defines en extreme aggressive Individual. 1*9
Ho is one who "doss not accept ex erienees and take thorn to himself, but
hides himself from ell hart, so far ee possible, by insnedlately throwing
back at the world the effects of his contacts and experiences with the
world. He it must have been about whoa was coined the expression, 'ft
rolle off him, ae water off a duck's back.* Such a child is usually
very hard to handle, lewsly because he is misunderstood. If something
hurts him, he hits beck. Tf somethinir maVee him angry, he retaliates.
If he is criticised, he fretjuently eete worse than before. He hides his
hurt by behavior es misleading as a mother quail's vhen she flutters away
trying to hide her nest. The extrovert, too, stands in the cent*'* of
things In his own mind, but he fights the world beck, away, as it threatens
him.*
147. Blanton, Smiley and Wanton, *. ». CMld ^itonee.
148. wiekmsn, f, *. Children's Bebaviw* and Teachers' Attitudes.
149. Mateer, Florence. Just florasl Children, P. 177.
78.
Just as the environment fosters introversion so it stimulate*
aggressiveness. *e two individuals wet alike to similar stimuli.
Hoctor Samuel ?»rtwell cites the ease1® of a smell freckled free lad
who was a serious behavior oroblem. Because of his comical appearance
he wes continually teased by his family, whereas teasing end ridicule
may aggravate introversion, due to the child's Inner craving for security
and reeo«T>1tion it will frequently engender aggressiveness. ****
t twelve yeer old boy was brought to a clinie because of
nervousness and aggressiveness. Though his present home conditions
were fair, he had feed two stSTmotbere, neither of whom could agree with
the child's fath*r as to the best method of disclplins. This conflict
ef authority, together with the leek of security resulting from frequent
mothers, censed the child to become mslsdjustsd.
Ira 3. if le*5? gives the cess ef a seven year old firl who
was **ood at school but atrociously disobedient and aggressive at heme.
Theresa, the subject, had a five year's eld brother, whom the mother had
imbibed with ideas of chivelry. wherever Theresa went, her brother came
along as her protectory in I short while he had assumed a dictatorial
attitude. Theresa's dignity, self-respect, *nd own sueertority revel ted
against such unjust treatment, she asserted her independence through
the common channels of disobedience, irritability, end aggressiveness.
150. Undorstending the Child, June 1938.
151. aroves, *. Personality end Seciel 'djustment.
155. file, I. S. The Challenge of Childhood.
79.
An interesting esse of aggressiveness wes given to as by Miss
Margaret Batlerf truant officer end teacher of the specials in the South-
bridge, Massachusetts Schools. I quote:
•louis* first a >t*^ ranee at class was near the
close of the niorninr session, and after a short visit
was oermltted to depart, to return for afternoon session.
"Upon the der*>rture of touts, one hoy remarked,
* Sato* tough guy.* The sentiment re-echoed in the teacher1 s
mind, hut ehe said «0, I thitfk not. T think the hoy is
diseuoolnted end 1Gnoses* because he was oblige"! to leave
Mo friends in the city, and is embarrassed to enter a new
school because there are so many of us to get acquainted
with. It Is our job to make Mm happy and to have him
enjoy his -ork in our class. 1
•Upon introduction to Touts, the teacher was
cordial and explained the ^neral plan of procedure in
room and building, exhibited the type of work done by
puoils, end demonstrated the workings of the new motori sod
Jigsaw work table which the Trade School boys had Just
built for their work.
«Touts was introduced to the class group. The
teacher said, •We hrve a new boy who has rtde some
blue
prints and airplenee. »e will enjoy eeein* them when he
brtnge them to school. M *• * «
to mm mm *• *1U * to
hlm *°*
*
,th m
on some of our interesting
projects,'
so.
•"The boy. were friendly end Louis* antisocial
uttltode aielted considerably end he neve us a amile.
•W« contact In the building was troublesome
•t first, but he learned to be resrwctfttl and helpful
to tho principal end Me toucher. ^specially bad blood
existed between Mb sod tho Jen? tor, who dlsllkod tho
boy tho moment ho tow Mm. Th^re was an leouo between
them, end because of deafness tho janitor attributed to
htm oortaln retries which ho did not make. Of thia wo
had proof.
"ffter talks in eeneral on conduct and stories
dealing with conduct and character* the teacher (in
prlwete) talked the affair ower with Lonie end tried to
pave the way for an understanding between the enemies.
"Louie finally decided he would talk it out
with the >nitor before he left school. Unfortunately
the last two days of school he was unable to be present;
it was a solid absence} we ebeeked It, and the teeeher
feels that her most important pleee of remedial work
was left unfinished. Louis, however, was adjusted to
his environment."
81.
It eeemo cults orient thet toolo* ewrrosstveneoe wee doe to
en inferiority complex fe#llii*. Fe knew the limits of Mo mental
ceoeclty; ho hod come prepared to fight. It wee tttl tatter's intelligent
handling that '"olpefl to change toule* antisocial attltode. fcrois was
node to fool thet ho who o neoeswry rmrt of the *ro*» end thet ho mo
exneeted to folfill Mo nert.
82.
1. ^#fOB«l to took inwardly at anything.
?. Wo consideration for the rights of others.
3, Desire for own way st ell cost.
4. Display of tamper, cruelty.
6. Heftteal to follow school routine.
6. Substitution of individual interests and own methods of work for
those prescribed by school.
7. truancy, (4-7) Is*
8. nitagreeablenees.
9. Tteult fin/Hitf".
10, I rresensibility.
11. Pugnacity.
19. General unmenaffeableness.
IS. ibagffim?. (B-IS)158
163. Meteor, Tloranee. Just Worael Children.
154. Wtetattm, W. *• Children's Hehawier and Teachers' Htitndes.
165. Thorn, D. Worms 1 Youth and Its TVsryday Problems.
"...
1. too awqr "tweeee* *t
lil «*»y va.V»i for
fiOR*it*t1«m of poverty*
lfiMf«iic«a -iru-ocwwtlon of
©other, edoloeeitnt Ider le#
onMtitme.18*
S* ^reetore to Hw up to u
glorified eeneetttlea*
VtrnKiiyt in tutouHo
merely to s»t!*fy flere»te#***
*• Itaertfiee «on> wIm, ftfeg child
boprgr r»ther t>»n efficient*
Holo ehild mlin th# neeeesity of
f aert»rtn «ia| of imthortty.*87
f« Ploee eMld In « situation where
ho will hove on eonertonity to •*-
tehlleh hie inde*mdeftee and self*
confidence,
3, ft to tsraortnt for the ehlU to
leern thet the netotol tosdeney to
meet to * tiger o»Jv rently, tow
foil* trootwcnt by rote lie tfen deoo
net woUe oat t«Mi edngmtere****
*t#mmifr s»rente! oodoroteodtw.
IM* "tie, T. oV '"hftlteoifo of Childhood.
IS?, Thow, tk ••• WHmt tenth »nd Tto "Verytoy ^rohlom*
Iflfl, Wtlo, 1. ft. ^llenjte of ffcildhood.
lftO. fhoo), ft* NMNnt Tooth nnd fto loerydey n*ehieme •
160, Then, T?. I«0 Mml Tmith end Tt» W*eryd*y ^rebleae,
161. Thoei, n. *• foefydey T*rohle«o of ltho Hverydoy Aflt*
4* (Vrwir*«tit« ont *nte»
emtio noneon
Too n«tiy sehaol roleo.
rfcftwsoombU roqoeoto.
tne«n«1 stoiwy.
UN X? (eentfmel)
4* fen*i<ler • eMW's ontive.
»ew otmfth 1«
H*fMl the eMM fwn th» fnult.1*8
Be eonoistent* here 9m set of raloo.
ho net «llo« ot one t?.«e ehot to fojw
M<Men et another.
leer in s4n4 thot « meooneble eau
olrnetlea of «|p * tMM ehovjl* *o *
terMeulnr thine will to tmeh to tmin
M» wlon« the mth of ©be^tenee.1*4
tlee neetnyrteta ?natshtft«nt. **lth
the 9Wp» tawtehraont nooolly rlron, tt
It feraeoelbU to aomtefc nrei*»rly for
mrnvo fruit*, tttfll be»«ee the
peyehelaai.ee 1 effect of rmnlehwmt tea
oil boon ex wate* on the lalnor effeneee.*16
Ml?, Thorn, h. ftmfty Prebleme of the ^ryaey fhllt,
163. fflbllt Staty UtOilottO of hWfltt# 3nl«enee of Cfctttfeoot ant Tooth.
164. Than, P. *. r-rytoy Problem* of the Vmtytey *hil<!*
TYPff Tit T»AY (PBWST)
Bay droemlns- «np*^rs to be an alaoat universal phenomenon la
166children and adults. To rarVre a normal adjustment wo nact face reality;
bat reality la a hard mooter. 167 when disappointments occur, we ere
' "n't to -«>o s comparison between whot we antiei *ted end what actually
took piece; we ore fnen .atrongly tempted to lire In the world of Inspiration;
for 1* our Imagination we teleet only the pleasant factors for consideration.
* keen and vivid imagination la an Important attribute not only to
the happiness of the Individual bat to society es well, lathing rrwat was
ever achieved without an lamination; but where Imagination is invariably
employed as an escape from reality, we find that day dreaming assumes a
dangerous asuect*
nls Psrcholocr of t> Unadonated School CMld. Morgan cites
the ease of a young elrl of sixteen who had extravagantly indulged la
day dreaming. 16* The girl had been brought to the hospital with the story
that she had attempted to obtain some morphine. In early adolescence it
had been the prtient's grest ambition V become a movie actress, the had
spoken const* ntly about this arbitlou. Because her Interests were else
*here, Insults of cood intelligence, ahe failed her first year of high
school.
166. rhild ''tudy Association of America. Ouidance of Childhood and Youth.
167. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
166. Wowffn, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Phild. ». 96-98.
*he rtrl tod alaaye tonn Seated eaeitoraant, own mml activity,
and * fraction. She tod filled herself with lurid tendinis* *and toflcn
picturing herself »« * doo* flnnd with ene'" detail thrt she actually felt
herself to to* 6me addict." Th» patient tod «om to to a dm* ttore end
obtained what tto thought ma Mope"* She ws, hetmr, rfwsi* to tote
the pilla, «hieh were Mil of wlttr roff r, "War attests at eetolain*
eaulteasat In rMU.lt/ elwjjra f»ll aV^rt of her antlel -alien and as she
always fan toefc uisan the iMftaMJ situations,*
fhe oatlent ws described by a moartnteadent of a aabael aa
havln/? n«n-rl cewpKnlonnWo Htt fallow students rad toottuetora, a* tola*
*lf*leult to "ael with an recount of I tendency towrrd eteltcrcent end
InrblHty to reason soundly M0 bceruso of her ewnorrsal aelMntojeet and
vanity, "*er conversation was sot to consist of lffcHn*tIwe stories red
nsriefnua Hwn as f*et, thn natore of which aoswtff as indicated unvtola-
aowa thmwht,"
*e «OT*rn at' tos, "the Hrl tried to n» $ froa her iaa*Hlnia*e
thoon pleasures which hnr arrvlronr*r?t ->rev*nted her fraa aetoelly obtrinln*|
tot «he annoys realised the fictitious asters of these es**»rieneee» "'hen
she woo led to the e*«»e nf V» ohantaaie* '•nd the futility sf than ss
f*r M glttft| tml oleaanre was concerned, she ae* enabled to *lve
tha*3 un and to live • rational life.*
t norurl Individual enje.vs Ufa thai* ha nay tot la not un-
to lanced whan eorrow Mi disppneintoeat sepslant Jar and plaaeare. I|
ante a newel adjustment *e mat fteae nealltyj tot the K»re Mae and
enerry that an Individual aoanda In the world of reverie, the leaa enpaste
87.
he becomes of meeting and conquering a real difficulty. 169 a little
hoy who had been told that he suffered from a weai heart found that he
could compensate for his physical inadequacy by dreaming of fighting
lions in Africa. In his own phantasy the youngster became a fighting
hero. Sad the phantasies of this child not been checked by the remedial
measures of sending the boy to camp and instilling in his mother the
necessity of recognizing her son's manliness, the subset, no doubt,
would have made a miserable mental, physical, and social adjustment. 1™
169. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
170. Thorn, D. A. Normal Youth and Its Everyday Problems.
98.
TAUT*! TVTt RTMWKS VP |»IBIM*Ul ('"T'Tf^ST)
1. lock of intoroot «nd attention.
?. Meosoocifttlon from t>wt environment.
3. Preoeeupetion (1-3)1*1
4. liehoo^a—lasrims t1ve •torieo.178
171. "orp^n, J, J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
175, Thorn, B. fedNlfet Tooth *nd Tt« Throrydoy Prohlew*.
rmm trtt
1. nleeeur« we ioo^ln© always
excel8 the *ctwl pleacam.
In our injaginingt we select only
the pleasant factors for con-
eiderstlon,173
Tnheevnt tendency to escape
from reality.174
'^iysiocl or mental in-
adequacy.^
TABHR mTI
w-tdtwq wot? n*ypp»f»y?!3
1. Do not mske the mistake of attempt-
ing to suppress the isav/inetion*176
find out what the Individual la
dreaming about, whet it ia that caused
Ms to revert to daydreaming.
teem what be wants to conquer;
then set about helping Mm to conquer
In reality*
If you take awav his phantasy and
furnish no objective victory, you
drive the individual to some other
method of com «neating for defeat.
173. Morgan, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unsdjuated School fSiild.
174. Proves, P. p. Personality *nd Social Adjustment.
175. Thorn, 1\ *. normal Tenth and Its Pveryday Problems.
176. Proves, P. "P. "ersonality and Social MJustnant.
177. *'own, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
WBCT XVTI( continued)
2. During adolescence the
individual confronted with 60
Tiiany conflicting urobleros that
"he Is often disconrs.cred from
speaking.' 7^
B* ffef»tl«f|*# curiosity.
4. To avoid boredonv-not
bein" conscious of the end
snd, therefor*, having no
interest in the tfM&**
90.
T'BLU! XTUI (continued)
?. tfin the confidence of the child.
Be discrete.
3. BonH leave the child In doubt.
4. Make the child conscious of the
end. '"henever possible answer hi a
"why's".
Vitalize your school Tork.
178. '>rr-n, J. J. B. ?fycholo<ry of the TJrrd.Jurted "chool Child.
179. Zaebry, C. t. T'emnnr l*..ty Adjustments of rhilrVrn.
91.
TTpf nit mm^Ptmr
Honesty is not an inherent trait; it is something thet most
ba cultiTR ted gradually, aometMng that must be acquired through imita-
tesMem practice, rnd understanding,**"'' Tew children grow up without
heving t t muatlr.* called themselvet »f the convenience of dishonesty,
whetlter It he for the purpose of protection, of fining Attention sad
sympathy, or of coapensfeting for en inferiority complex. Under ordinary
conditions, with cereful handling, the dishonesty strre passes; hut where
the environment is conducive, this tendency oroves exceptionally strong,*81
One dey Johnny crrae home from school and told his mother that
he tod skipped e grade. The mother knew Johnny wee lying because she had
reeeived a letter from his teacher telling of ooor school workj but the
mother did not know why JoVrny was lying; she MA net realise that by
frequently cosmaring her boy with bri hter cousins of the seme ago, she
was developing an inferiority comolex in her sen snd that the only way
ha could ke*p Ms self respect and Me mother* e affection wets to ehow
that he wes aa bright as his cousins. 18*
When Judging a ease of dishonesty, it is unwise and unfair to
consider only the r*rtieuler incident. The child, Ms environment, and
Ms misdemeanor mast be stnflied together, f twelve end one-half year
old boy was brought to the Clinic with the complaint of etealing. The
patient** mother and ftsther ware separated. The mother had put the bey
180. Them, I), >. *vrrydey Problame of the Everyday Child.
181. Saylee, ¥. ». fhe ft**}** flttM *» School.
18?. ; rtri, *ngele. AMId Training.
9?.
Into a foster home and was showing little interest in Me welfare. The
hoy was lonesome, homesick, and insecure. It was found that he had
rarehased food for the stolen money, By encouraging the mother to ho
more interested in her son and to provide on allowance, the authorities
succeeded In controlling the hoy«s pilfering. *hat I hlunder it would
have heen to hare ounished the boy withont having studied the causes
of his crime I
Vany children draw the line of morality fsr helow that of
adults 1
.
The child must he made to realize th*t honesty 1b a soeial
necessity, end that the individual is the loser if he is ignore%J&
A junior high school hoy tore a page from a history hook. Peering
severe punishment, he pltyod truant. His parents could not afford to
pay for the book. It was decided that the culprit, who had committed
the crime "just to be smart", work in school to pay for the book.
The boy was fully conscious of the necessity and .justice of his punish-
ment.
Cheating is a coaraon form of dishonesty practiced in the school.
"Whether a child cheats on a particular occasion defends on the inter-
relation of such factors as the school standards, the classroom code,
#ho examples of other pupils, the teachers' relation to the pupil, and the
nature of the test itself."184 There era two extreme types of teachers.
18?. Worgrn, J. J. B. Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child.
184. Chicago 'ssocistion for Hhild Study and Parent Education. Gilding
Char* cter.
9?.
There is, first, the teacher whom pupil* sir name "the M«. Thls type
of teacher trusts no one-an attitude which pupils sever«lyresent and
which encourages the pupils to get a-my with what they can. It's the
esse of "an eye for an eye »nd a tooth for a tooth". The other type of
teacher is very lax end one who conveys the impression of indifference to
and non-interest in questions rnd oraetieea of morslity-a teacher who
places the entire responsibility upon the pupil. Since honesty is an
acquired trait, why should a teacher expect to see it where it has net
been cultivated* Don't go searching for dishonesty, but exnect it and
give the unfortunate individual the benefit of your exoerience and
understanding.
"The method of correcting what seems to be a deviation from
the truth is not only to attempt to strengthen the child's moral fiber,
but also to attempt to lead him to see what constitutes the truth."185
165. Blanton, aniley and Blanton, M. <J. Child Guidance.
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TABLE XiX
C/USES OF LYING-
1* Intellectual amusement.
To express a wish or a fear.
Inferiority complex. 186
Scholarship difficulties!
2. To avoid punishment.
(Easiest way out of dif-
ficulty)
To gain attention or
sympathy.
Desire to escape from real
world that is dull. 189
Imitation.
TABLE XX
REMEDIES FOR LYING
1. Direct child's attention to honest
effort. Direct the endeavors of the
child toward tasks that are within his
capacity so that he might be rewarded
by success. 188
2. Find real cause.
Win the cooperation of the home. 190
Help children to differentiate fact
from fancy and to recognize the truth
191
and its value.
J.86. Mateer, Florence. Just Normal Children.
187. Sayles, ft. B. The Problem Child.
188. Thorn, fi. A. Everyday Problems of the Everyday Child.
189. Sayles, M. B. The Problem Child.
190. Sayles, M. B. The Problem Child.
191. Thorn, D. A. Everyday Problems of the Everyday Child.
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9SW9 XTX (continued)
3. /dolescents lying vjith
the idee of making them-
selves interesting.
Yearning towerd
a eeonrali shrient• 19?
4. ?te?r of losing con-
fidence of parents.*93
Insecurity.
loneliness.
Desire to please.
T«BW XX (continued)
RiyflrorRs ?op mm
Z. Give the adolescent sympathy and
unders tsnding.
flo not use third degree Methods of
rearing the children out. Never force
confidence and do not demand it. Don't
say you know that he has been lying and
why aoesnlt he confess; but "I'm sure
there is something you have on your
I
mind., 'Than you feel like it, let's
talk it over. My experience is of
value." 195
4. If possible, help child overcome
physical or -.sntal handicap.
Encourage individual to cultivate
a latent interest. 196
192. Thorn, D. Ji. T?verydsy Problems of the TTveryday Child.
193. Patri, /ngelo. Child Training.
194. Thorn, DJ fi.. Rbruial Youth and Its Hveryday Problems.
195. Thorn, D. A. KJveryday Problems of the Tveryday Child.
196. Thorn, D. A. "Everyday Problems of the Tfveryday Child.
96.
fABT.1 XXJ
c*tt8*s nr sTrawo
1* Desire for a bprise ef
po~er end achieve«snt«
Jealousy, rersnjee.
Te getn friendship. 197
To acquire seme li>enes«
to the owner.*90
Desire far m rente 1 affec-
tion.
?• veonoraie situation.
Teek of ellowsnoo.^ *
T/BJ* XXII
S* Determine whet purpose the stealing
served in the emotion* 1 life of the
ehildi wke en effort to help the child
meet the mrtieuler emotional striving
In e wey satisfying to him end aeeept-
ehle to society* 9®
Kelp the child find outlets lnsports
end ert.*01
2. The school system should orotect the
child es fer as possible from being
hum! lie ted by his economic situation.303
197. Thorn, P. A. Trerydey Problems of the ^erydey <*hild.
198. Mptopr, Florence. Just Wormel Children.
199. *ile, S« 5. The Challenge of Childhood.
?C0. Thorn, P. *. Preryday Problems of the Pworydey Child.
?01. Thorn, P. ft* POraml Youth end Its *r*ryd*y Problems.
?0P. wile, T, 3, The •"heUenuo of Childhood.
303. Thorn, P. I| P*erFday Problems of the Pverydey Child.
97,
T/iBtB XXI (continued)
3. Desire for object itself.
I pare habit development.
An end 14 itself. 505
WBM XXII (continued)
TfFngPTITS FOR STF'IJTOQ.
3. ftespect the child! a rights.
Do not impress cMld with the idea
that yon no longer have confidence in
him.
Meet problem on basis of sportsman-
ship ?06
204. Mf teer, Florence. Just Jfonmil Children.
205. 7bamt D. i« Evcrydey Problems of the Everyday Child.
206. Thorn, T). A, TVerydey Problems of the Everyday Child.
TABU! XXT11
COPSES 0? TTTT'VHY
1. Sailure in school, ire-
volving hamilifltian. 507
Allure of pedagogical
snoeTvlsion to appreciate the
mental status of the children.
Isek of proper ^yrule ad-
justment. 508
*. a mode of self-expression,
taking reverse, 209
9«.
1. Determine the underlying cause
or motive.
Recognise end appreciate devla-
tio/i in mental aMlity.
(Jive opportunity for frequent
success.
2. Help child to appreciate values.
?C7. Thorn, D. >. Everyday ?Tpblems of the *v«ryday fihild.
208. Wile, I. 8. The Challenge of Childhood.
309. Thom, A. Normal Youth and Its Everyday Problems.
99.
C MTTTg ^1? PHP ."TITO wvnws pot? rwnrim
1. Lave of winning, of 1. Tterly training of the right sort.***9
acquiring grade, of acquiring Requirement suited to child's
that which ha 8 been forbidden, ability.
of getting recognition. ?Fo class competition.
Over watchfulness. ?0? Trustful ettitude.
Law moral codes at home
or in school.
imitation. 208
^07. Thorn, T). Normal Youth and Its **eryday Problems.
?08. flhleago Association for Child Study and Rareat "Education.
Building Character.
?09, Thorn, D. Normal Youth and Its everyday Problems.
7.00
In view of the ^receding pages it Is obvious that malad-
justment problems are intrl<»U and complex. The seven tyoes that
have been discussed, neroly. Infertority noapU*. mm* *****
lotion, Submissive^...
*ggre..iwen*9s# TJ*y«re*«dng. end Dishonesty,
include a. wide a range of behavior diffieultie. a. is found in the
average school. Ky^ytype of maladjustment has an underlying cause
or causes. Wo individaal is willfully , behavior problem Weither
hewdity nor environment alone hut a combination of both contribute,
to maladjustments. It is important to note, however, that environment
as a notent factor in the cause of maladjustment is becoming increasingly
more appreciated.
m children, at t<w»s, show several or many it the symptoms
enumerated in the foregoing pages. This, of course, does not mean
that all children are maladjusted; out when a child usually or Invariably
behaves in a manner characteristic of any of the described tyoes. he is
definitely a*ladjusted.
A knowledge of the possible symptoms of maladjustment*
enables the teacher to make a tentative classification of the child's
malAdjustraent according to a specific type. This tenative classification
becomes meaninful only when the teacher has investigated and determined
the causes underlying the behavior oroblem. It has been seen, more-
over, that various types of maladjustment have their origin in the same
causes. Individual differences account for the diverse reactions.
101,
**** iB ln8te
— mm ** m mm u
is nece8S*ry to re^r that ^.die, ere^ effectWe^^
take into conSidei*tlon not only at**, the symptoffl6tic ^
hsvior of the child.
108.
Sine* this study has a definite leaning to »police tion.
It seems adwiwsble to close It with e group of specific proposals for
the guidr nee of te^ebers with msladjustment problems to free.
1. fo eld a maladjusted school child requires time, retlenee,
end an ennrecietton and understanding of the factors contributing
to the 8*lad,fcj(itment* *• Wiriam Van waters wrote In Y^uth *nd '"onfllct i
"In searching for censes of maladjustment la school. It
should be understood that It Is trifles which make eMIdren happy
or uahaopy. "Phase trifles are so easily overlooked thet only persons
with genuine Insight Into child life can discover tVeir existence ?nd
true role. 1'
?• frequently p maladjustment is so deep rooted that the help
and added experience of clinicians are necessary, *ven clinicians
at times are In doubt as to the underlying causes of the conflicts;
nor arc they invariably certain of the success of remedial measures.
Tt gey take ye^rs far the remedial measures to show tvelr Influence;
but all who arc Interested in the welfare of MM child cannot afford
to become discouraged beeeuse of the uncertainty of results*
3« where we find ourselves inadequate we oust elicit help from
other soirees. Our eonmlieeted soelety tends to foster, not to
mitigete, n*>la*,!i»*twaats. """a ™>re complex soelety beeomes the mere
difficult and imnortpnt the task ef the teacher.
IOC.
4. Ho teache 1" can justify her lack of knowledge in mental
hygiene, ^hera hooka fail to be sufficiently elucidating,. Child
Guidance Clinics end mental hygiene courses pre certainly available
and adeqiaete. TTo more is it acknowledged that a teacher is out-
standing merely because she is a natural born teacher. "Education
and society are progressing too rapidly to tolerate much longer
unorepa redness in teachers; and a teeeher who is without the
essential facts of mental hygiene is decidely not prepared.
5. In order to be most helpful to the maladjusted child* a
teacher rill find it expedient to study the Case history of the
individual. In securing the cese history, it is necessary to in-
clude a physical rnd psychological examination. The results of
these examinations in revealing physical and mantel deviations might
be the clue to the eutire inaladjustment. The data and procedure
for the study of a case of maladjustment are as follows:
CAS? Hisrmnr
I. Statement of the problem—-i.e. lying
II. Tndentifying date
1. Warce of child
Time of birth
7, Place of birth
4. Present residence
5. Mental age
6. Parents • names
104.
III. History of the preblem~i.c. first recognition of child's
problem; child's behevior in
scr-ocl, at home, in comonity.
Tf, Persons! Mstory
1. Health (pest, present)
?. Prenent personality
Vtkes, dislikes, desires, preferences
V. Sfemily history (brie? history of |ft eh)
1. Mother
3. lather
-?, Siblings (brothers or sisters of srme parents)
Other intimate family members
VI. »ttitud.e of family to-ward patient
ttti attitude of patient toward frmily
VIII. Home Conditions
I*. Cla ssification of res ladjustroent into type
X. Ttemediel Treasures
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